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Chapter1
 
 
Preliminaries
We will sweep through the basics of Riemannian geometry in this chapter, with a focus 
on the concepts that will be important for the Ricci flow later. I will quickly review the 
basic notions of infinitesimal Riemannian geometry, and in particular defining the 
Riemann, Ricci, and scalar curvature of a Riemannian manifold. This is a review only, 
in particular omitting any leisurely discussion of examples or motivation for 
Riemannian geometry. For more details see [1-8]
Connection
A definition frequently used by differential geometries goes like this. 
Let 	 
 , 	 
 
Definition1.1. A connection on a vector bundle  is a map  
 	  	 ! 	
Which satisfies the following axioms (where"# 
 $ #	)"# % &	 
 $	# % "# % "&'()*+# 
 "# % ,#
Here f is a real-valued function if  is a real vector bundle, A complex valued function 
if  is a complex vector bundle. Given a connection  in the sense of definition (1.1), we 
can define a map  
- . 	 ! /01	 
 23/ 	4
by 
-#	$	 
 "#
Then - satisfies . 
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Definition1.2. A connection on a vector bundle  is a map 
- . 	 ! /01	
Which satisfies the following axiom 
-# % &	 
 	1# % -# % -&
Definition1.3 In more frequently used in gauge theory .The simplest example of a 
connection occurs on the bundle  
   56, the trivial vector bundle of rank m over 
M. A section of this bundle  
# 
 7#8#9:#6;  ! 5
6
We can use the exterior derivative to define the “trivial” flat connection - on  : 
- 7#
8#9:#6; 
 7
#8#9:#6;
More generally, given an    matrix 
< 
 =<88 > <68: > : > :<86 > <66?
We can define a connection - by  
- 7#
8#9:#6; 
 7
#8#9:#6; % =
<88 > <68: > : > :<86 > <66?7
#8#9:#6;
We can write this last equation in a more abbreviated fashion:-# 
 # % <# Matrix 
multiplication being understand in the last term. 
If  @ AB	 ( is a section of bundleB) is such that ) 
 C for all vector field  , we 
say that say that f is parallel to the connection   . 
A connection on the tangent bundle / is known as an affine connection. 
Remark1.1.Suppose DE be a parallel transport map i.e.DE BF ! BF*E to each 
infinitesimal tangent vector  @ B and for fixed  G . We have  
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)G	 
 HIJK!L DK)F	M8 N2G % $G	4O P G	
Let  be a connection on  . We say that this connection is torsion-free if we have the 
pleasent identity  QR 
 RQ
 For all scalar field @ ST	.
Riemannian metrics and Levi-Civita connection  
Definition1.4. Let  be an n-dimensional manifold. A Riemannian metric U on  is a 
smooth section of /01/0 defining a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on /V for each W @ . In local coordinates G8 X  GY	, one has a natural local basis Z8 X  ZY for /, where Z[ 
 \\F]. The metric tensor U 
 U[^G[1G^ is represented 
by a smooth matrix –valued function  U[^ 
 U2Z[ Z^ 4 . The pair  U	 is Riemannian 
manifold .We denote by 2U[^4 the inverse of the matrix U[^	
 Definition1.5. The Levi-Civita connection  /  ST/	 ! ST/	 is the unique 
connection on / that is compatible with the metric and torsion free. 
$2U_ `	4 
 U)_ `	 % U_ )`	)_ P +$ 
 a$ _b
Where a$ _b c $2_	4 P _2$	4 defines the Lie bracket acting on functions. 
From this one can show by taking a linear combination of the above equations with 
permutations of the vector field $ _ and `that
dU)_ `	 
 $2U_ `	4 % _2U$ `	4 P `2U$ _	4 % Ua$ _b `	 P Ua$ `b _	 PUa_ `b $	                                                                                                                  (1.1) 
Let eG[f[g8Y  be a local coordinate system defined in an open set h in Y. The christoffel 
symbols are defined in h by ' iij] \\Fk  
 [l^ \\Fm  .Here and through the thesis; we follow 
the Einstein summation convention of summing over repeated indices. By (1.1) and n \\F]  \\Fko 
 C we see that they are given by  
[l^ 
 pdUlq r ZZG[ U^q % ZZG^ U[q P ZZGq U[^s
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Also for 
 t[Z[ ,$ 
 u^Z^  we have a formula for )_ in local coordinates  
)_ 
 u[Z[2t^4Z^ % u[t^[l^Zl
Let f be a smooth real-valued function on M .We define the Hessian of , denoted 3	 as follows: 
3	$ _	 
 $2_	4 P )_	
Note that the Hessian is a contra variant, symmetric two-tensor i.e., for vector fields $ _we have  
3	$ _	 
 3	_ $	
and  3	D$ v_	 
 Dv3	$ _	
For all smooth function D,v. Other formulas for the Hessian are  
3	$ _	 
 w')'	 _x 
 ')2'+	4 
 '9$ _	
Also, in local coordinate we have  
3	[^ 
 Z[Z^  P Zl	[l^
The Laplacian y is defined as the Hessian .That is to say  
yW	 
z U[^3	2Z[ Z^ 4[^
Also , if $[ is an orthogonal basis for /{ then 
yW	 
z 3	$[ $[	[
Curvature tensor  
Let  U	 be a Riemannian manifold and  the Riemannian connection, the curvature 
tensor is a p|	-tensor defined by  
5$ _	` 
 ')+9 ` P '+)9 `
 ')'+` P '+') P 'a)+b` 
 a') '+b` P 'a)+b`
On vector fields  _ ` . 
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Using metric U we can change this to a C}	 Ptensor as follows 
5$ _ `~	 
 U5$ _	`~	
The Riemannian curvature tensor 5$ _ `~	 satisfies the following properties  
1) 5 is skew-symmetric in the first two and last two entries 
5$ _ `~	 
 P5_ $ `~	 
 5_ $~ `	
2) 5$ _ `~	 
 5`~ $ _	
3) 5 satisfies a cyclic permutation property called Bianchi’s first : 5$ _	` % 5` $	_ % 5_ `	$ 
 C
4) 5 satisfies a cyclic permutation property called Bianchi’s second identity  5	$ _	~ % )5	_ `	~ % +5	` $	~ 
 C
In local coordinates, the Riemann curvature tensor can be represented as  
52Z[ Z^  Zl Zq4 
 5[^lq
Definition1.6. The sectional curvature of a 2-plance   /V is defined as 	 
5$ _ $ _	 where $ _ is an orthogonal basis of   . We say that  U	 has positive 
sectional curvature for every 2-plane  . 
A Riemannian manifold is said to have constant sectional curvature if 	 is the same 
for all W @  and all 2-planes   /V.
Definition1.7. The Riemannian manifold  U	 is said to be an Einstein manifold with 
Einstein constant  if U 
 U . 
Definition1.8. Using the metric, one can replace the Riemannian curvature tensor 5 by 
a symmetric bilinear form 5 on 9/ . in local sections of9/ .the formula 
for5  is  
5v	 
 5[^lq[^vlq
We call 5 the curvature operator. We say  U	 has positive curvature operator if 5 	  C for any  @ 9/ . 
In local coordinate the Ricci curvature tensor is defined by  
5$ _	 
 Ulq5$ Zl _ Zq	
Cleary 5 is a symmetric bilinear form on /,given in local coordinates by  
5 
 5[^G[1G^
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Where 5[^ 
 52Z[ Z^ 4.the scalar curvature is defined by  5 
 5 
 5 
 U[^5[^
Definition1.9 Let y denote the laplacian (or laplace-Beltrami operator) acting on 
functions, which is globally defined as the divergence of the gradient and given in local 
coordinates by: 
yc ' 
 U[^'['^ 
 U[^  Z9ZG[ZG^ P [l^ ZZGl
There are other equivalent ways to define  such as  
 
 z	 P 24Yg8
Where g8Y is an orthogonal frame. 
Integration by parts 
A basic tool is integration by parts recall that stokes theorem says that  
Theorem1.1.If  is an  P p	 Pform on a compact differentiable manifold Y with 
(possibly empty) boundary  Z, then  
  
  \
The divergence theorem says 
Theorem1.2. Let  U	 be a compact Riemannian manifold. If $ is a 1-form, then  
 $	 
  w$ x#\
Here  is the unit outward normal, denotes the volume form of U and # is the 
volume form of the boundary ZY .Also we have following properties 
1) On a closed manifold , y 
 C
2) (Green) on a compact manifold  
 y	 
  y	#
3) If  is a function and $ is a 1-form ,then 
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 $	 
 P w $x %  w$ x#\
Geodesics 
We can now define the acceleration of a curve   !  by the formula  
 K ,in 
local coordinate this becomes  
 
 9l9 Zl % [ ^ [l^Zl
A STcurve   !  is called a geodesic if  
 C .this means a smooth curve  ! 
is called a geodesic if   
 C.
Projective linear groups  
The group 95	 is the group of automorphisms of the hyperbolic plane 3 and the 
elements of this group are transformation of the form 
 ! t % u % t u   @ 5 and t P u 
 p
This group also be made into a topological space by identifying the transformation with 
the point t u  	 @ 5 in the subspace t u  	 @ 5 . t P u 
 p and in fact 
one show that 95	 is homeomorphic to 59  8 and thus being a 3-dimensional 
manifold, moreover the group multiplication and taking of inverses are continuous with 
the topology on 95	 and so this is a topological Group . 
Lensspace
In the 3-manifold case, a picturesque description of a lens space is that of a space 
resulting from gluing two solid tori together by a homeomorphism of their boundaries. 
Of course, to be consistent, we should exclude the 3-sphere and9  8 , both of which 
can be obtained as just described. 
There is a complete classification of three-dimensional lens spaces. 
Three-dimensional lens spaces arise as quotients of   ¡9 by the action of the group 
that is generated by elements of the formN¢ CC ¢£O
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Seifertfiberspace
A Seifert manifold is a closed 3-manifold together with a decomposition into a disjoint 
union of circles (called fibers) such that each fiber has a tubular neighborhood that 
forms a standard fibered torus. 
A standard fibered torus corresponding to a pair of coprime integers t u	 with t ¤ u
is the surface bundle of the automorphism of a disk given by rotation by an angle of d¥u¦t (with the natural fibering by circles). If t 
 p the middle fiber is called 
ordinary, while if t ¤ p the middle fiber is called exceptional. A compact Seifert fiber 
space has only a finite number of exceptional fibers. 
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Chapter 2 
Ricci flow
Flows on Riemannian manifold 
At first we introduce flows  ! 	 U		 on Riemannian manifolds U	, which 
are recipes for describing smooth deformations of such manifolds over time, and derive 
the basic first variation formulae for how various structures on such manifolds change 
by such flows. 
In this section we get a one-parameter family of such manifolds  ! 	 U		
,parametrized by a “time” parameter  in the usual manner the time derivatives U	 
 § U	is & U	 
 HIJK!L U % 	 P U	
and also the analogue of the time derivative § U	 is then the Lie derivative ¨\©U . 
Definition 2.1.(Ricci flow)A one-parameter family of metrics U	 on a smooth manifold  for all time  in an interval is said to obey Ricci flow if we have  & U	 
 Pd5	
Note that this equation makes tensorial sense since U and 5 are both symmetric rank 
2 tensor. The factor of 2 here is just a notational convenience and is not terribly 
important, but the minus signPis crucial. 
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Let us give a quick introduction of what the Ricci flow equation means .In the harmonic 
coordinate G8 G9 X  GY	 about W, that is to say coordinates where yG[ 
 C for all 
,we have  
5[^ 
 5 r ZZG[  ZZG^s 
 PpdyU[^ % ª[^UM8 ZU	 
Where ª is a quadratic form inUM8 and ZU .See lemma (3.32) on page (92) of [9]
So in this coordinates, the Ricci flow equation is actually a heat equation for the 
Riemannian metric  ZUZ 
 yU % dªUM8 ZU	
Special solutions of flows 
The Ricci flow \\K 
 P5 introduced by Hamilton is a degenerate parabolic evolution 
system on metrics.  
Theorem2.1 (Hamilton [9]) Let 2 U[^G	4 be a compact Riemannian manifold .Then 
there exists a constant / ¤ C Such that the Ricci flow \\K 
 Pd5, with U[^G C	 
U[^G	 ,admits a unique smooth solution U[^G 	 for all G @  and  @ aC /	
Example 1(Einstein metric) 
Recall that a Riemannian metric U[^ is Einstein if 5[^ 
 U[^ for some for some constant  .Now since the initial metric is Einstein, we have  
5[^G C	 
 U[^G C	
and some  ¤ C .Let U[^G 	 
 «9	U[^G C	.
Now from the definition of the Ricci tensor, one sees that  5[^G 	 
 5[^G C	 
 U[^G C	
Thus the equation \]k\K 
 Pd5 corresponds to  
Z N«9	U[^G C	OZ 
 PdU[^G C	
This gives the ODE \¬\K 
 P ­¬ . 
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Whose solution is given by«9	 
 p P d .Thus the evolving metric U[^G 	 shrinks 
homothetically to a point as ! / 
 89­ . 
By contrast, if the initial metric is an Einstein metric of negative scalar curvature ,The 
metric will expand homothetically for all times .Indeed if 5[^G C	 
 PU[^G C	with  ¤ C andU[^G 	 
 «9	U[^G C	 ,the«	 satisfies the ODE ¬K 
 ­¬ . With the 
solution «9	 
 p % d , hence the evolving metric U[^G 	 
 «9	U[^G C	 exists 
and expands homothetically formal times, and the curvature fall back to zero like M8K  . 
lemma2.1 (see [2]).Let$ @ /V be a unit vector. Suppose that $ is contained in some 
orthonormal basis for /V. 5$ $	 is then the sum of the sectional curvatures of 
planes spanned by$ and other elements of the basis. 
Example 2 on an n-dimensional sphere of radius  (where ¤ p), the metric is given by U 
 9U where U is the metric on the unit sphere.The sectional curvatures are all 8® . 
Thus for any unit vector ,the result of lemma (2.1) tells us that 5 	 
YM8	® .Therefore 5 
 YM8	® U 
  P p	U
So the Ricci flow equation becomes an ODE ZZ U 
 Pd5
                                      ¯ \\K 9U	 
 Pd P p	U
¯ \\K 9	 
 Pd P p	
We have the solution 	 
 °5L9 P d P p	 ,where5L  is the initial radius of the
sphere.Themanifoldshrinkstoapointas! ±²9YM8	.
Similarly,forhyperbolicnspace3Y(where ¤ 1),TheRicciflowreducestotheODEZZ 9	 
 d P p	
Which has the solution 	 
 °5L9 % d P p	 .So the solution expands out to 
infinity . 
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Example3 (Ricci Soliton) A Ricci soliton is a Ricci flow U		 , C ³  ´ / ³ µ
,with the property that for each  @ aC /	 there is a diffeomorphism K !  and a 
constant #	 such that #	K0UC	 
 U	¶ That is to say , in a Ricci soliton all the 
Riemannian manifold  U		 are isomorphic up to a scale factor that is allowed to 
vary with  .The soliton is said to be shrinking if ·	 ´ C for all (note thatL 
 
and#C	 
 p  )  
Taking the derivative of the equationU	 
 #	K0UC	 and evaluating at  
 C
yields  
ZZ U	 
 Z#	Z K0UC	 % #	 ZZ K0UC	
Pd52UC	4 
 #¸C	UC	 % ¨EUC	
Where  
 ¹©K  .Let us set #¸C	 
 d. Now because on a Riemannian manifold  U	,we have ¨)U	[^ 
 '[$^ % '^ $[
We get Pd5[^ 
 dU[^ % '[$^ % '^ $[
As a special case we can consider the case that  is the gradient vector field of some 
scalar function  on Y, i.e. [ 
 '[, the equation then become 5[^ % U[^ % '[^ 
C such solutions are known as gradient Ricci solutions . 
The gradient Ricci solitons play a role in motivating the definition Perelman’s     andPfunctionals. 
Proposition2.1(see[10]) suppose we have a complete Riemannian manifold  UC		
,a smooth function  ! 5 ,and  a constant  ¤ C such that P52UC	4 
3	 P UC	 then there is / ¤ C and a gradient shrinking soliton  U		
defined for C ³  ´ /.
In 1989, Shi generalized the theorem of Hamilton about short-time existence and 
uniqueness theorem for the Ricci flow to complete non-compact manifolds with bounded 
curvature . 
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Theorem2.2(Shi[11]) Let 2 U[^G	4 be a complete non compact Riemannian manifold 
of dimension  with bounded curvature .Then there exists a constant / ¤ C such that 
the initial value problem  
º ZZ U[^G 	 
 Pd5[^G 	U[^G C	 
 U[^G	
Admits a smooth solutionU[^G 	, @ aC /b, with bounded curvature  
Recently Chen and Zhu proved the following uniqueness Theorem. 
Theorem2.3 (Chen-Zhu [11]) Let 2 U[^G	4 be a complete non-compact Riemannian 
manifold of dimension n with bounded curvature. Let U[^G 	 and U[^G 	be two 
solutions to the Ricci flow on   aC /b with U[^G	 as the initial data and with 
bounded curvatures. Then Let U[^G 	 
 U[^G 	 for G 	 @   aC /b.
DELATIONS 
Now we specialize to some specific flows  U		 of a Riemannian metric on a fixed 
backward manifold M. The simplest such flow (besides the trivial flow U	 
 UC	,of 
course) is that of a dilation 
U	 
 »	UC	
Where »	 ¤ C is a positive scalar with »C	 
 p .The flow here is given byU	 
 t	U	d¶p	
where t	 c -K	-K	 
 K U»	 is the logarithmic derivative of » (or equivalently , »	 
 GW N t¸	¸KL O)
In this case our variation formulas become very simple  
 UQR 
 PtUQR
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AQR¼ 
 C
5½ QR 
 C
5 
 Pt5
 G ¾	 
 pdtG ¾	
K  
 9 t
Modifying Ricci flow 
If U	 solves Ricci flow and we set U	 
 »	U		 for some reparameterized   
time  
 	 and some scalar » 
 »	 ¤ C, Then the Ricci curvature here is 5½¿ 	 
 52	4 .We then see from the chain rule that UÀ obeys the equation 
 UÀ	 
 Pd»	  5½¿ 	 % t	UÀ	
Where t is the logarithmic derivative of » .If we normalize the time reparameterization  
by requiring KÁ 
 8-Á	 ,we thus see that UÀ obeys normalized Ricci flow  
 UÀ 
 Pd5½¿ % tUÀ	
Which can be viewed as a combination of (2.1) and K U	 
 Pd5	 . 
Definition2.2 (Bounded curvature solution) we say that a solution  U	 ,  @  of the 
Ricci flow has bounded curvature if on every compact subinterval at ub   the 
Riemann curvature tensor is bounded. In particular we do not assume the curvature 
bound is uniform in time on non-compact time intervals. 
Timeevolvingmetrics:
A normal coordinates about the point p are defined by  
a) E	 
 8 9 X  Y	 is a geodesic 
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b) U[^W	 
 Â[^
c) A[l^W	 
 C,Z[U^lW	 
 C
Suppose that U[^	 is a time-dependent Riemannian metric and  
 U[^	 
 [^	
Then the various geometric quantities evolve according to the following equations: 
1) Metric inverse  ZZ U[^	 
 P[^ 
 PU[lU^qlq
2)  Christoffel symbols   
ZZ [l^ 
 pdUlq2'[^q % '^ [q P 'q[^4
3) Riemann curvature tensor ZZ 5[^lq 
 pdUqV Ã '['^ lV % '['l^V P '['V^ lP'^ '[lV % '^ 'l[V P '^ 'V[lÄ
4) Ricci tensor  ZZ 5[^ 
 pdUV£2'V'[^V % '£'^ [V P '£'V[^ P '['^ £V4
5) Scalar curvature  ZZ 5 
 Py3 % 'V'£V£ P V£5V£
Where 3 
 UV£V£
6) Volume element  ZZ  
 3d 
7) Volume of manifold  ZZ   
  3d 
8) Total scalar curvature on a closed manifold ZZ 5 
  rpd53 P [^5[^s 
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We only proof 2), 5) and 6) 
Proof2) We know                 [l^ 
 pdUlq2Z[U^q % Z^ U[q P ZqU[^4
 So we get  
ZK[l^ 
 pd ZKUlq	2Z[U^q % Z^ U[q P ZqU[^4 % pdUlq2Z[ZKU^q % Z^ ZKU[q P ZqZKU[^4
Now we work in normal coordinates about a point W  .So according to properties b)and 
c) of normal coordinates we get Z[U^l 
 C at ,Z[» 
 [» at W for any tensor». Hence  
ZK[l^W	 
 pdUlq2'[^ q % '^ [q P 'q[^4W	
Now although the Christoffel symbols are not the coordinates of a tensor quantity, their 
derivative is. (This is true because the difference between the christoffel symbols of two 
connections is a tensor .Thus, by taking a fixed point connection with christoffel 
symbolsÅÆl¿ , we have ZK[l^ 
 ZK2[l^ P ÅÆl¿4and the Right hand side is clearly a tensor) 
Hence both side of this equation are the coordinates of tonsorial quantities, so it does 
not matter what coordinates we evaluate them. in particular ,the equation is true for 
any coordinates , not just normal coordinates ,and about any point W.
Proof 5) from 4) and 1) we get  ZK5 
 ZK2U[^5[^4 
 ZK2U[^45[^ % U[^2ZK5[^4
                                   
 P[^5[^ % U[^ r89 UV£2'£'[^ V % '£'^ [V P '£'V[^ P
'['^ £V	s

 Py3 % 'V'£V£ P V£5V£
(Note that U 
 Candy
 U[^'['^ ). 
Proof 6) we know  
 
 ÇU[^G8 È G9 È GY
And  » 
 »M8	[^ »[^  »
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Now by chain rule formula we obtain ZK 
 ZK°U[^G8 È G9 È GY 
 89°K]k U[^[^UG8 È G9 È GY 
 É9 
Where3 
 U[^[^ . 
Evolutionequationsforderivativesofcurvature
The Ricci flow is an evolution equation on the metric. The evolution equation \]k\K 
Pd5[^ for the metric implies a heat equation for the Riemannian Curvature 5[^lqwhich 
we now derive. 
Theorem2.4 (Hamilton[10]) under the Ricci flow, the curvature tensor satisfies the 
evaluation equation  ZZ 5[^lq 
 y5[^lq % d2Ê[^lq P Ê[^ql P Ê[q^l % Ê[l^q4
                                                  PUV£25V^lq5£[ % 5[Vlq5£^ % 5[^Vq5£l % 5[^lV5£q4
Where Ê[^lq 
 UV®U£Á5V[£^5®lÁq and y is the Laplacian with respect to the evolving 
metric 
Proof choose G8 G9 X  G6  to be a normal coordinate system at a fixed point .At this 
point, we compute  
ZZ ^ qË 
 pdUË6 N'^ Pd5q6	 % 'q2Pd5^ 64 P '62Pd5^ q4O
ZZ 5[^qË 
 ZZG[ r ZZ ^ qËs P ZZG^ r ZZ [qËs
ZZ 5[^lq 
 UËl ZZ 5[^qË % ZUËlZ 5[^qË
Combining these identities we get  
ZZ 5[^lq 
 UËl Ìrpd'[ nUË6 N'^ Pd5q6	 % 'q2Pd5^ 64 P '62Pd5^ q4OosÍ
P rpd '^ ÎUË62'[Pd5q6	 % 'qPd5[6	 P '6Pd5[q	4Ïs P d5Ël5[^qË
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
 '['l5^ q P '['q5^ l P '^ 'l5[q % '^ 'q5[l P 5[^qVUV£5£l P 5[^lVUV£5£qP d5[^VqUV£5£l
 '['l5^ q P '['q5^ l P '^ 'l5[q % '^ 'q5[l P UV£25[^lV5£q % 5[^Vq5£l4¶
Note that we have used of this formula  
'['^ l P '^ '[l 
 5[^lqUq66
Now according to Simon’s identity in extrinsic geometry, 
y5[^lq % d2Ê[^lq P Ê[^ql P Ê[q^l % Ê[l^q4 
 '['l5^ q P '['q5^ l P '^ 'l5[q % '^ 'q5[l %UV£25V^lq5£[ % 5[Vlq5£^4   
So we obtain 
y5[^lq 
 UV£'V'[5£^lq P UV£'V'^ 5£[lq

 '['l5^ q P '['q5^ l P 2Ê[^lq P Ê[^ql P Ê[q^l % Ê[l^q4 % UV£5V^lq5£[P'^ 'l5[q% '^ 'q5[l % 2Ê^ [lq P Ê^ [ql P Ê^ q[l % Ê^ l[q4 P UV£5V[lq5£^% UV£25V^lq5£[ % 5[Vlq5£^4 P d2Ê[^lq P Ê[^ql P Ê[q^l % Ê[l^q4
As desired, where in the last step we used the symmetries  
Ê[^lq 
 Êlq[^ 
 Ê^ [ql
So proof is complete. 
Corollary2.1. (see [11]) The Ricci curvature satisfies the evolution equation 
ZZ 5[l 
 y5[l % dUV®U£Á5V[£l5®Á P dUV£5V[5£l
Lemma2.2 (Hamilton[11]) The scalar curvature satisfies the evolution equation  
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Z5Z 
 y5 % dÐ5Ð9
Proof
Z5Z 
 U[l Z5[lZ % PU[V ZUV£Z U£l5[l
 U[l2y5[l % dUV®U£Á5V[£l5®Á P dUV£5V[5£l4 % 5V£5[lU[VU£l
 y5 % dÐ5Ð9
Lemma2.3. The volume form G 	 satisfy the following evolution equation under 
Ricci flow   G 	 
 P5G 	G 	
and if  ! 5 is a time dependent function, then under the Ricci flow \\K y 
 y \(\K %dw5 3	x
Harmonic map  
Let  Y U	 ! Ñ6 U	 , the map Laplacian of  is defined by  
2yË4 
 y	 % U[^ N	QR O ZQZG[ ZRZG^
 U[^ N \(Ò\F]\Fk P AÓÔÕ \(Ò\Fm % N	QR O \(Ö\F] \(×\FkO              (2.2) 
Where 
 ¾  and eG[f and ¾Q are coordinates on   and Ñ, respectively. Note 
thatyË @ ST0/Ñ	, where 0/Ñ	 !  Is the pullback vector bundle of /Ñ by .In (2.2 ) 2y4denotes the Laplacian with respect to U of  the function . As a 
special case, if  
 Ñ and  is the identity map and we choose the G and ¾ coordinates 
to be the same , then  2yË4l 
 U[^2PU	[l^ % 	[l^ 4
The derivative  of a map  Y ! Ñ6 is a section of the vector bundle 
/010/Ñ	 . On  is a national metric and compatible connection 'Ë defined by 
the (dual of the)Riemannian metric U and associated Levi-Civita connection on /0
and the pullback by  on the metric  and its associated Levi-Civita connection on /Ñ.
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So 'Ë is a section of the bundle /01Ø/010/Ñ	. The map Laplacian is the 
trace with respect to U of   'ËyË 
 'Ë	
A map  Y U	 ! Ñ6 	 is called a harmonic map if  yË 
 C . 
In the case where Ñ 
 5  a harmonic map is the same as a harmonic function. 
Ricci flow on almost flat manifolds: 
 
A compact Riemannian manifold Yis called Ù Pflat if, its curvature is bounded in 
terms of the diameter as follows ÐÐ ³ Ù¶ 	M9
Where  denotes the sectional curvature and	 the diameter of . Here we show 
summary result of Ricci flow that act on almost flat manifolds. 
Theorem2.5. (Ricci flow on almost flat manifolds[12]) 
In any dimension n there exists anÙ	 ¤ C such that for any Ù ³ Ù	 an Ù Pflat
Riemannian manifold Y U	 has the following properties : 
i) The solution U	to the Ricci flow  
                                                    \\K 
 PdUC	 
 Ud¶|	
exists for all  @ aCµb
ii) Along the flow () one has  HIJK!TÐÐ© ¶ 9 UK	 
 C
iii) U	 converges to a flat metric along Ricci flow (2.3), if and only if the 
fundamental group of  is almost abelian (abelian up to a subgroup of finite 
index).
In the case n=2 the normalized Ricci flow looks like  ZUZ 
 U	 P 	Ud¶}	
Where U	 is average sectional curvature  
Uniformization Theorem2.6 (see [12]) 
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On a closed Riemannian manifold 9 U	with 	 (Euler characteristic of9) ,The 
normalized Ricci flow (2.4) with UC	 
 UL has a unique solution for all time , 
moreover , as  ! µ , the metrics  U	 converge uniformly in any Sl Pnorm to a flat 
metric UT
The normalized Ricci flow 
In case of 3-manifolds with positive Ricci curvature and higher dimensional manifolds 
with positive curvature operator, works by Hamilton, Huisken , Bohm and wilking 
showed that the normalized Ricci flow will evolve the metric to one with constant 
curvature .One way to avoid collapse is to add the condition that volume by preserved 
along the evaluation .To preserve the volume we need to change a little bit the equation 
for the Ricci flow.  
We know  
 
 ÇU[^G8¶ G9 XGY
Let us define the average scalar curvature  
 
  5 
Let UÀ	 
 v	U	 withvC	 
 p. Let us choose v	 so that the volume of the 
manifold with respect to  UÀ is constant. So  2UÀ	4 
 2UÀC	4
But we know if UÀ 
 U then À 
  therefore  
v	Y92U	4 
 2UC	4
So we obtain 
v	 
 = 	 C	 ?
9MY
But according to relation \\K   
 P 5  we get. 
 v	 
 dP= 	 C	 ?
9MYM8   	 C	
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 d v	Ú 	 C	 Û
 5	 C	 

d v	
The normalized average scalar curvature ,Ü ,is defined by  
Ü 
  5Ý  

v	2ÊtUÀ 
 U/5Ý 
 M854
Where5Ý c 5UÀ	. So 
                                        K v	 
 9®ÜY 2v	49       
So we get ZZ UÀ 
 r ZZ Usv	 % U  v	

 Pdv	52U	4 % dÜ 2v	49U

 v	 rPd5UÀ		 % dÜ UÀs
We define a rescaling of time to get rid of the v	 terms in this evolution equation: 
& 
  v	KL
So \\K UÀ 
 Pd5¿ % 9®ÜY UÀ, thatUÀ	 called the normalized Ricci flow. 
Therefore we checked that UÀ	 is a solution to the normalized Ricci flow. Note that \\K U[^ 
 Pd5[^ % 9Y U[^ that called unnormalized Ricci flow, may not have solution 
even for short time [Hamilton]. 
LaplacianspectrumunderRicciflow
Let Y U	 be a Riemannian manifold, we know y 
 U[^'['^ 

 U[^  Z9ZG[ZG^ P [l^ ZZGl
By an eigenvalue  of y we mean there exists a non-zero function  such that  y %  
 C
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The set of all eigenvalues is called the spectrum of the operator it is well-known that the 
spectrum of the laplacian –Beltrami operator is discrete and non-negative .So we can 
write for the Laplacian Eigen values is the following ways  C 
 L ´ 8 ³ 9 ³   ³ >
Note that if Y is closed ,Then assuming  Þ C we have  
 
  ÐÐ9 9
Here we assume that if we have a smoothly varying one-parameter family of metrics 	
, each Laplacian eigenvalue QU		 will also vary smoothly. 
Lemma2.4 On a closed manifold we have  
 5 	 ³  P p  y	9
Theorem2.7 (Lichrerowicz) suppose f is an eigen function of the Laplacian with Eigen 
value: y %  
 C
If5   P p	ßU, where ß ¤ C is a constant, then    ß
Proof: By applying lemma 2.4, we have 
 P p	ß ÐÐ9 ³  5 	 ³
³  P p  y	9 
  P p 9  9
and because  
  Ð(Ðàá (àá , so proof is complete. 
Theorem2.8. Let Y be a closed manifold and U	 be a smooth one-parameter family 
of metrics which vary along the direction of a symmetric 2-tensor [^	,i.e. ZU[^Z 
 [^
Then the  Pth Laplacian Eigen value Q evolves according to the following equation  
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Q 
 P [^'[Q'^Q  P Qd  Q9 % pd Ð'QÐ9 
Where  
 U[^[^ and G 	 is a time- dependent eigen function of Q2U	4 with  QG 	9 K	 
 p for all .
Proof since 9 
 p  , we have 
 
  ÐÐ9 
at first we compute \\K ÐÐ9 . ZZ ÐÐ9 
 ZZ 2U[^'['^ 4 
 r ZZ U[^s '['^  % dU[^'[ r ZZ s '^ 

 PU[lU^q r ZZ Ulqs '['^  % dU[^'[ rZZs '^ 
                                 
 Plq'l'q % dU[^'[ N\(\KO '^     
We also have  ZZ  
 d 
Moreover ,since  9 
 p , take K on both side gives  
C 
  d ZZ % d 9
So  
d  ZZ  
 Ppd  9 d¶â	
Now we compute the ­K.  
  ZZ ÐÐ9	

  ZZ ÐÐ9 % d ÐÐ9

 P [^'['^ % d U[^ '[ r ZZ s '^  % pd ÐÐ9
               
 P [^'['^ P d N \\K O y % 89  ÐÐ9
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 P [^ '['^ % d   \\K  % 89  ÐÐ9
by plugging (2.5) in last equation,  proof will be complete. 
So we obtain the following lemma directly 
Lemma2.5. If \]k\K 
 Pd5[^, Then the evolution of Q2U	4  is given by  Q 
 d 5[^'[Q'^Q % Q  5 Q9 P  5ÐQÐ9
Where QG 	 is an Eigen function of Q2U	4 with  QG 	9 
 p  for all  @ aC /	.
Cigar Soliton  
In Hamilton’s program for the Ricci flow on 3-manifold, via dimension reduction, the 
cigar soliton is a potential singularity model. 
Definition2.3.Hamilton’s cigar soliton is the complete Riemannian surface 259 Uã 4where  
Uã 
 G9 % ¾9p % G9 % ¾9
Where G9 c G1G . As a solution to the Ricci flow ,its time-dependent version is: 
Uã	 
 G9 % ¾9K % G9 % ¾9
From the change of variablesGä 
 M9KG and ¾ä 
 M9K¾, we see that Uã 
 Fä *åä 8*Fä *åä  is 
isometric to Uã 
 UãC	. That is, if we define the 1- parameter group diffeomorphisms K 59 ! 59by KG ¾	 
 M9KG M9K¾	, Then Uã	 
 K0UãC	. So Uã	 is a Ricci 
soliton .Thus ,for each two times 8 9 @ Pµµ	,U8	 is isometric to U9	.
In polar coordinates, we may rewrite to cigar metric as  
Uã 
 9 % 9æ9p % 9
If we define the new radial distance variable  
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 t 
 U N % °p % 9O
Then we may rewrite Uã as  Uã 
 9 % t9æ9
Also we can write   
Uã 
 rp P «sæ9 % rp P «sM8 «9}«9
 M9ç % p	M89 % æ9	
Where « 
 9 and  
 89 Hèé ® P p	 (where 
 °G9 % ¾9)
And æ @ 8p	 
 5 d¥`ê  where 8p	 denotes the circle of radius 1. 
Corollary2.2 (uniqueness of the cigar) if 9 U		is a complete gradient Ricci soliton 
with positive curvature, then 9 U		 is the cigar soliton.  
Ricci soliton 
Definition2.4. Let  U	 be a Riemannian manifold .A Ricci soliton structure on  is a 
smooth vector field $  satisfying the Ricci equation  
5 % pd )U 
 U
For some constant @ 5 . 
Here  
Ric =Ricci curvature of M )=Lie derivative in the direction $ (a sort of directional derivative in the direction of $for tensor fields. Built using the local 1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms 
generated by  ) 
We say the Ricci soliton  is  
Contractive or shrinking if  ¤ C
Steady if  
 C
Expansive if  ´ C
If $ 
  for some smooth function  ! 5 .we say that  U 	is a gradient 
Ricci soliton with potential f. In this situation, the soliton equation reads 5 % 3	 
 U
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Ricci solitons are a generalization of Einstein manifolds .they give rise to self similar 
solutions of the Ricci flow and arise as the blow up of some of the singularities of the 
Hamilton Ricci flow. 


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Chapter 3  
The Ricci flow approach to Poincare conjecture 
We will spend this section giving a high-level overview of Perelman's  Ricci flow –based 
proof of the Poincare conjecture ,and in particular how that conjecture is reduced to 
verifying a number of (highly non-trivial) facts about Ricci flow .Our exposition is 
based on [13],[14],[15],[16],[17] and [18]                                  
We start with a question.
''If  is a closed | Pmanifold with trivial fundamental group, then is M diffeomorphic 
to . 
The Poincare conjecture is that the answer to this question is ''yes''. In 1980's Thurston 
developed another approach to 3-manifolds with Riemannian metrics of constant 
negative curvature -1 .These manifolds, which are locally isometric to Hyperbolic 3-
space ,are called  Hyperbolic manifold .There are fairly obvious obstructions showing 
that not every 3-manifold can admit such a metric . Thurston formulated a dereral 
conjecture that roughly says that the obvious obstructions are the only ones, Should 
they vanish for a particular 3-manifold, then that manifold admits such a metric .The 
aspect of Thurston's Geometrization conjecture that is most relevant for us is that the 
conjectural existence of especially nice metrics on 3-manifolds suggests a more analytic 
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approach to the problem of classifying 3-manifolds.Hamilton's formalized one such 
approach by introducing the Ricci flow on the space of Riemannian metrics . 
Hamilton made significant progress on the program he initiated by establishing many 
crucial analytic estimates for understanding the evolving metric and its curvatures. 
After Perelman, on this work has claimed to surmount all of the various technical, 
geometric and analytic difficultics of Hamilton's program .In this way he claims to have 
established Thurston's Geometrization conjecture and hence the Poincare Conjecture . 
Definition3.1. A homogeneous Riemannian manifold  U	  is one whose group of 
isometries acts transitively on the manifold. 
Examples of homogeneous manifolds are the round sphere Y ,Euclidean  space 5Y and 
Hyperbolic space 3Y . 
We say that a Riemannian manifold is modeled on a given homogeneous manifold  U	 if every point of the manifold has a neighborhood isometric to an open set in  U	 .Such manifolds are called locally homogeneous manifolds provided that they 
are complete . 
Remark3.1. In dimension2 there are four simply connected homogeneous manifolds up 
to isometry : 9 59 39  ,and ë  ,with a left invariant metric ,where ë  is the group  5 ì 50 with the natural action of 505. 
Remark 3.2 .the geometry and topology of the surface are related by the Gauss –Bonnet 
formula d¥	 
  ßB  ,where 	  is the Euler characteristic of  ,Which is 
related with the genus U of  by 	 
 d P dU ,and every oriented closed surface 
has a genus U and can be described as a sphere with g handles glued to it ,where a 
handle is   8 . 
Theorem3.1 (uniformization in dimension 2) let $ be a compact surface then$ admits a 
locally homogeneous metric locally isometric to one of constant curvature models 
above .The model will be positively curved if $	 ¤ C ,flat if $	 
 C ,and negatively 
curved or hyperbolic if $	 ´ C . 
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Now we give a theorem from Grushko about connected sum. 
Theorem3.2 (Grushko) Let  be a compact, connected 3-manifold, and¥8	 
 ë8 0ë9 Then  
 8í9 where ¥[[	 
 ë[  
 pd	 . 
Definition3.3 (prime manifolds) a closed 3-manifold is called prime if every separating 
embedded 2-sphere bounds a 3-ball. 
Or a  another simple definition: a 3-manifold $  is said to be prime if it is not 
diffeomorphic to    and if every 9  $  that separates $  into two pieces has the 
Property that one of  the two pieces is diffeomorphic to a 3-ball. 
 Definition 3.4 : an embedded 2-sphere 9 î   is essential if it does not bound a ball 
in  or is not parallel to a sphere in Z  . 
An orientable 3-manifold is irreducible if any embedding of the 2-sphere into  
extends to an embedding of the 3-ball into  . 
One of the first theorems in the topology of three manifolds in due to Keneser in 1929. 
Theorem3.3 .every closed, oriented 3-manifold admit a decomposition as a connected 
sum of oriented prime 3-manifolds, called its prime factors. This decomposition is 
unique up to the order of the prime factors (and orientation-preserving diffeomorphism 
of the factors).   
 There are a countably infinite number of prime 3-manifolds up to diffeomorphism . 
There are three main classes of prime manifolds  
Type I: With finite fundamental group .All the known examples are the spherical 3- 
manifolds, of the form, 
 Øïð  ,where  is a finite subgroup of ñ}	 acting freely on   by rotations .Thus  
 ¥8	 .It is and old conjecture that spherical 3-manifolds 
are the only closed 3-manifolds with finite fundamental group (it is ,in fact ,Poincare 
conjecture ) . 
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Type II) with infinite cyclic fundamental group .there is only one prime 3-manifold 
satisfying this condition: 8    .This also the only orientable 3-manifold that is prime 
but not irreducible .it is also the only prime orientable 3-manifold with non-trivial ¥9 . 
Type III) with infinite non cyclic fundamental group .these are ¥p	 Manifolds (also 
called aspherical); i.e , manifolds with contractible universal cover. Any irreducible 3-
manifold, with ¥8 infinite is a ¥p	. 
Suppose that we start with a 3-manifold  which is connected and not prime. 
Then we can decompose  
 Ñ8íÑ9 ,where no Ñ[ is a sphere .Now ,either each Ñ[is 
irreducible ,or we can iterate this procedure. The theorem of Keneser (1929) states that 
this procedure always stops after a finite number of steps, yielding a manifold  such 
that each connected component of  is irreducible . 
Theorem3.4 (prime Decomposition) Let  be a orientable closed 3-manifold.Then  
admits a finite connected sum decomposition  
 
 8í9 Xí{	í8í9 Xí£	íí8®9  8	 
The  and  factors here are closed and irreducible 3-manifolds.The  factors have 
infinite fundamental group and are aspherical 3-manifold (are of type III), while the  
factors have finite fundamental group and have universal cover a homotopy 3-sphere 
(are of  type I) 
       The Thurston Geometrization conjecture  
In dimension three, every finite volume, locally homogeneous manifold is modeled on 
one of the eight homogeneous manifolds listed below .First; we have the constant 
(sectional) curvature examples: 
1) òó,of constant curvature +1 
2) ôó,which is flat  
3) õóof constant curvature -1 
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Next we have the homogeneous 3-manifold with product metrics: 
4)òö  ô
5)õö  ô
Finite volume locally homogeneous manifolds modeled on 9  5  are automatically 
compact and either are isometric 9  8 or 5 í5 . 
Finite volume locally homogeneous manifolds modeled on 39  5  either are of the 
form ã 8 ,where ã  is a finite area hyperbolic surface ,or are finitely covered by 
such manifolds. 
Lastly, we have the homogeneous manifolds  U	 where  is a simply connected lie 
group and U is a left-invariant metric. 
Three-dimensional examples of this type admitting locally homogeneous examples of 
finite volume are: 
Definition3.5. Heisenberg group. Is a group of |  | upper triangular matrices of the 
form Úp t C p uC C pÛ .Elements t u  can be taken from some arbitrary commutative ring.
6) The unipotent group (Heisenberg group) Locally homogeneous manifolds modeled 
on this group are called Nil-manifolds. Note that this is the only 3-dimensional nilpotent 
but not abelian connected and simply connected Lie group; This explains the term Nil 
geometry topologically, Nil is diffeomorphic to 5  under the map  
Ñ ÷  
 Úp t C p uC C pÛ ! t u 	 @ 5  
Under this identification, left multiplication by  corresponds to the map 
G ¾ 	 
 G % t ¾ % u  % t¾ % 	 
In other words, from this point of view,5  has the multiplication  
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GL ¾L L	G ¾ 	 
 G % GL ¾ % ¾L  % L % GL¾	 
It is easy to prove that Nil is a Lie group, so it admits a metric invariant under left 
multiplication; we shall take 9 
 G9 % ¾9 % 9  at CCC	  -the unit of the 
Heisenberg group and the extend 9 at all other points of $ as a left invariant metric 
.The result is  
9 
 G9 % ¾9 % 2 P G¾ 49 
Next we check that 9 is invariant under multiplications  
         09	 
 20G49 % 20¾49 % N204 P 0G20¾4O9  

 2G49 % 2¾49 % N24 P 2G42¾4O9 

 G % t	9 % ¾ % t	9 % 2 % t¾ % 	 P G % t	¾ % u	49
 G9 % ¾9 %  % t¾ P G¾ P t¾	9 
 9 
If we identify 8with the interval aCd¥bwith the ends identified then a point æ @ 8acts 
on Nil by ø 8  Ñ ! Ñsuch that 
2æ G ¾ 	4 ø! æG æ¾ æ	 Where 
G	 

ùúú
úû
úúú
ü æG 
 Gæ P ¾æ
æ¾ 
 Gæ % ¾æ
æ 
  % pd ææG9 P ¾9	 P dæG¾	
 
Where ø is an action of 8  on Nil which is a group of automorphisms of Nil preserving 
the above metric. 
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Finite volume manifolds with this geometry are compact and orientable and have the 
structure of Seifert fiber space. 
Also we can identify Nil with the subset ë of ¡9defined as  	 @ ¡9  
 ÐÐ9 
and with multiplication on  ë defined by  
 	¶  	 
  %   % % dý 	 
An isomorphism from Nil to ë can be given by the formula  
G ¾ 	 
 pd G % ¾	  P pd G¾ % p} G9 % ¾9	 
7) Sol geometry  
At first we give two points . 
1) A Lie group ë is said to be solvable if it is connected and its Lie algebra is solvable. 
2) Let ë and 3 two Lie groups and consider a homomorphism from ë to the abstract 
group of automorphisms of 3 ,that is ,« ë ! »3	¶ The semi direct product 3  ¬ ë  
of 3 and ë with respect to « is the product manifold 3  ë endowed with the Lie group 
structure given by 
 U	¶ ¸ U	 
 «U	¸ UU	    ,  U	M8 
 «UM8	M8 UM8	  þ  @   and þU U @ ë  
Topologically, we can identify Sol with 5  so that the multiplication is given by  
GL ¾L L	G ¾ 	 
 G % Mç²GL ¾ % ç¾L  % L	
Clearly CCC	 is identity and G¾ Pplane  is a normal subgroup isomorphic to 59 .In 
fact , 
G ¾ 	M8¶ t u C	¶ G ¾ 	 
 PGMç P¾ç P	t u C	¶ G ¾ 	 

 t P GMç u P ¾ç P	G ¾ 	 
 00 C	  
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Metrically, Sol is just 5  but endowed with the left invariant Riemannian metric which 
at G ¾ 	 is  
9 
 9çG9 % M9ç¾9 % 9      (3.1) 
Another equivalent approach to the algebraic definition of Sol will be given along the 
proof of Thurston theorem .In this way; we can say that Sol is the Unimodular Lie 
group completely determined by  
a8 9b 
 Ca9  b 
 8a  8b 
 P9 
Where 8 9   is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of the Lie algebra of $   
.As the generators 8 and 9 are commute .Sol contains a copy of 59 which is a normal 
subgroup and the quotient group is R. The group is therefore a semi direct product of 
59 with5 .Therefore the transformations in this basis are of the form ! NK CC MKO  . 
The metric (1.3) is preserved by the group G of transformations of X of the form  
G ¾ 	 ! ÙMG % t Ù¾ % u  % 	ÙM¾ % t ÙG % u  % 	 
Where t u  @   and Ù Ù  
 p¶ 
8) 
 òö	 	 The universal covering group of 9	 .This manifold can also 
be viewed by as the universal covering of the unit tangent bundle to  39 with its induced 
metric .Finite volume locally homogeneous manifolds modeled on this example are 
circle bundles over hyperbolic surfaces.  
Theorem3.5 suppose that $   is connected and orientable and admits a locally 
homogeneous Riemannian metric of finite volume. Then,$  is diffeomorphic to the 
interior of a compact 3-manifold with boundary ,all of whose boundary components are 
Tori. Furthermore, each of these tori has fundamental group which injects into the 
fundamental group of $ .if $ is non-compact, then it is modeled on   3 ,39   or 9	 	 ,and hence , $either is a hyperbolic 3-manifold or is Seifert –fibered with 
hyperbolic two –dimensional orbifold base. 
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The Geometrization conjecture reads as follows: 
Geometrization conjecture: Every closed orientable | Pmanifold is a connected sum 
of closed | Pmanifold [ such that for every  there is a finite collection of pair wise 
disjoint embedded Tori /[^  [ such that 
1) The Tori e/[^f^ are incompressible in [ (i.e.¥8/[^ î ¥8[)    
2) The components of [ 
^ /[^  are diffeomorphic to metric quotients with finite 
volume of one of the following 8 homogeneous geometries  
  9  8 3  5  39  5 ¿ d 5	 Ñ 
 Note that the Poincare conjecture follows easily from the geometrization conjecture  
Actions on geometric manifolds  
Definition3.6 2$ 	 P 4 .Let $  be a topological manifold and   a group 
acting on$ .An $ 	 P  for a manifold  is a maximal $ 	 Pcompatible 
collection of charts [ h[ ! $ covering .Two charts [ ^  are $ 	 Pcompatible 
,if on each component B  of h[  h^  the coordinate change ^[M8¹]	 is the 
restriction of some element U @ . 
Definition 3.7(model geometry, geometric manifold) a model geometry is a smooth, 
simply connected manifold $ with a Lie- group  acting transitively on $ such that, 
1)  has compact point stabilizer  
2)   Is maximal in the sense that it is not contained in any larger group of 
diffeomorphisms  of $ with compact point stabilizer. 
3) There exists at least one compact manifold with an $ 	 P  if $ 	 is a 
model geometry, then an $ 	 P  is called geometric structure and a 
manifold with a geometric structure is called geometric manifold. 
We consider smooth actions « ë   of a finite group ë on a smooth manifold. 
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Definition3.8 (standard action) let $ 	  be a model geometry and   an $ 	 Pmanifold .We say, the action « ë    is standard, if there exists a «ë	-
invariant complete locally homogeneous metric on   . 
Theorem3.6 :Let  
 9  8 ,and « ë   a smooth finite group action .Then the 
action « is standard. 
Any locally homogeneous manifold modeled on the   of constant curvature +1 is a 
Riemannian manifold of constant positive sectional curvature. 
These are of the from     where  is a finite subgroup of ñ}	 acting freely on   
,5 ,lens space ,as well as the quotients by the symmetry groups of the exceptional 
regular solids .These manifolds are called spherical space-form. 
Definition 3.9. A Riemannian four-manifold is said to have positive isometric curvature 
if for every orthonormal four-frame the curvature tensor satisfies  
58 8 %588 % 59 9  % 599 ¤ d589  
Definition3.10. An incompressible space from Ñ   in a four-manifold  is a three 
dimensional sub manifold diffeomorphic to     , (the quotient of the three sphere by a 
group of isometries without fixed point) such that the fundamental group ¥8Ñ 	 
injects into ¥8	 . 
The space form is said to be essential unless 
 p ,or  
 `9 and the normal bundle 
is non-orientable . 
Theorem3.7 (Bing-Long chen Xi-Ping Zhu) let  be a compact four-manifold with no 
essential incompressible space-form and with a metric U[^  of positive isotropic 
curvature. Then we have a finite collection of smooth solutions Ul	[^	 , ß 
Cpd X .to the Ricci flow ,defined on l  al l*8	, (C 
 l ´ > ´ 6*8)with L 
 and UL	[^L	 
 U[^ ,which go singular as  ! l*8 ,such that the following 
properties hold : 
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i) For each ß 
 Cp X  P p,the compact (possible disconnected) four-manifold l contains an open set l such that the solution Ul	[^	 can be smoothly 
extended to  
 l*8 overl  ; 
ii) For each ß 
 Cp X  P p,rl Ul	[^l*8	s and rl*8 Ul*8	[^l*8	s 
contain compact (possible disconnected) four-dimensional sub manifolds with 
smooth boundary ,which are isometric and then can be denoted by Ñl, 
iii) For each ß 
 Cp X  P p, l 
 Ñl consists of a finite number of disjoint 
pieces diffeomorphic to    ,Êor 5 
 Ê,while l*8 
 Ñl consists of a 
finite number of disjoint pieces diffeomorphic to Ê ; 
iv) For  ß 
  ,6 is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of a finite number of  ,or  5 ,or    8 ,or    ä 8 ,or 5  5  .(note    ä 8 ,is equal 
with   8 `9  where`9 flips   antipodally and rotates 8 by pC ) 
As a direct consequence we have the following classification result of Hamilton. 
Corollary (Hamilton): a compact four manifold with no essential incompressible space 
form and with a metric of positive isometric curvature is diffeomorphic to  , or  5 , 
or    8 ,or    ä 8 ,or a connected sum of them . 
 
Hanilton introduced a program to study all 3-manifolds using the Ricci flow. 
Short-time existence and uniqueness :if  ULis a smooth metric on a compact manifold 
,then there is some Ù ¤ C  depending on ULand a unique solution to the Ricci flow 
equation defined for  @ aC Ù	 with U 
 UL. 
Curvature characterization of singularity formulation :if the solution exists on the 
time interval aC /	 but does not extend to any strictly larger time interval ,Then there is 
a point G  in the manifold for which curvature tensor 5G 	 of the metric U	 is 
unbounded as  approaches /. 
Hamilton was discovered quite early that the Ricci flow may develop singularities even 
in the case of a sphere if the Ricci curvature is not positive .an example is the so-called 
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neck pinch singularity .Perelman’s work describes what happens to the Ricci flow nears 
a singularity and also how to Perform the surgery .The new flow is called Ricci flow 
with surgery. 
Theorem 3.8(Hamilton) Let $ be a compact connected 3-manifold with non-negative 
Ricci curvature .Then one of the following happens: 
1) The Ricci curvature becomes strictly positive for all  ¤ C sufficiently small. In this 
case, the Ricci flow develops a singularity in finite time. 
As the singularity develops ,the diameter of the manifolds goes to zero  .Rescaling the 
evolving family of metrics so that their diameters are one leads to a family of metrics 
converging smoothly to a metric of constant positive curvature .In particular ,the 
manifold is diffeomorphic to a spherical space-form (note that if / ´ µ  and the 
curvature becomes unbounded as  tends to T ,we say the maximal solution develops 
singularities as  tends to / and/ is the singular time ) 
2) There is a finite cover of the Riemannian manifold which ,with the induced metric ,is a 
metric product of a compact surface of positive curvature and 8.this remains true for 
all the Riemannian metrics in the Ricci flow .The Ricci flow develops a singularity in 
finite time ,and the manifold in question is diffeomorphic to9  8 ,or  5   5  
(the case of5   5   is interesting in that it is apparently the only non prime 3-
manifold which admit a geometric structure)   
3) The metric is flat and the evolution equation is constant. In this case, of course, the 
manifold is covered by/ . 
Theorem3.9 (Hamilton) if the Ricci flow with initial conditions (,UL) be a connected, 
compact and Ricci flow exists for all  @ aCµ	 and also the normalized curvature  . 5G 	  is bounded as  ! %µ .Then   satisfies Thurston’s Geometrization 
conjecture . 
Perelman’sclaims 
Regions of High curvature in the flow :in order to do surgery we need to understand 
regions of the flow where the scalar curvature is large .of course ,since it is possible to 
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rescale the metric and time in any flow ,we must normalize in some fashion to have an 
invariant notion of large curvature .Thus ,we arrange that our flow has normalized 
initial conditions in the sense that at  
 C  the absolute value of the Riemannian 
curvature at each point is at most one, and the volume of any metric ball of radius one 
is at least half that of the unit ball in 5 . 
From now on we implicity assume that all flows under consideration have normalized 
initial conditions. 
For all the following definitions we fix C ´ Ù ´ 89 .Set ß equal to the greatest integer 
less than or equal toÙM8 .in particular,ß  d. 
Definition3.11 suppose that we have a fixed metric ULon a manifold  and an open sub 
manifold $    .We say that another metric U  on $  is within Ù  of ULÐ) in the Sno -
Topology if, setting ß 
 n8o we have  
WF@) ÚÐUG	 PULG	Ð²9 %z'²q UG	²9
l
qg8 Û ´ Ù9 
Where the covariant derivative '²q  is the Levi-Civita connection of ULand norms are the 
point wise UL Pnorms on  
¾9/0 /0X/0qMK[6Á  
Definition3.12 LetÑ U	be a Riemannian manifold and G @ Ñ a point .Then an Ù-neck 
structure on Ñ U	 centered at G consists of a diffeomorphism 
 9  PÙM8 ÙM8	 ! Ñ 
With G @ 9  C	 ,such that the metric 5G	0U  is within Ù  in the Sno P/WU¾ of the product of the usual Euclidean metric on the open interval with the 
metric of constant Gaussian curvature 89 on9  . 
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Now we give a claim from Perelman. 
Claim ( Perelman) there is  ¤ C such that the following holds .Let  U		 be a Ricci 
flow with normalized initial conditions defined for C ³  ´ /  with   a closed 
,orientable 3-manifold.Then , for any point G 	 in the flow with 5G 	  M9 one of 
the following holds  
1) The components of K containing G 	 is diffeomorphic to a spherical space-form. 
2) G 	 is the center of an Ù P ß in K  
3) G 	 is contained in a sub manifold of K diffeomorphic to   with every point in the 
boundary being the center of an Ù Pneck inK . 
Note that: such a region is called an Ù P tW  
Definition3.13 supposes that as  ! /  the Ricci flow becomes singular .there is an 
extension of the above theorem to this time as well. There is an open subset    
consisting of all the points where the Riemannian Curvature tensor remains bounded 
.and according to papers of Shi and Hamilton, There is a limiting metric on this open 
subset as  ! / .we denote it U/		. 
Definition3.14 in doing surgery there are three parameters that are fixed .The first is 
the coarse control parameter Ù ¤ C ,sufficiently small, a universal constant fixed once 
and for all .The other two parameters are non-increasing functions of  limiting to Zero 
as ! µ .They are Â	 ¤ C,The fine control parameter, and 	,The scale parameter 
.we also fix an auxiliary parameter «	 
 ÙÂ	 . 
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Definition 3.15 we fix  ¤ C and a surgery parameter Â ¤ C .set « 
 ¶ Â.Let «	 be 
the subset of points G /	 for which 5G /	 ³ «M9  
 
1) An  Ù PTube in   is a sub manifold diffeomorphic to9   such that each point is the 
center of an Ù Pneck in  .
2) An Ù PCircuit in   is a component of  which is a closed manifold and each one of 
its points is the center of an Ù Pneck .It is diffeomorphic to 9  8. 
3) an Ù P horn is a closed subset 3    diffeomorphic to 9  aCp	with boundary 
contained in «	 such that every point of 3 is the center of an Ù Pneck in   .of 
course ,the scalar curvature goes to infinity at the other end of H. 
4) A double Ù Phorn is a component of   diffeomorphic to 9  Cp	 such that every 
point is the center of an Ù Pneck in  .The scalar curvature goes to infinity at each 
end of this component . 
5) A capped Ù Phorn is a component of   diffeomorphic to  	 such that each is 
either the center of an Ù Pneck or is contained in an Ù Pcap .The scalar curvature goes 
to infinity near the end of a capped Ù Phorn  
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Corollary At time / every G @  P «	,is contained in one of the following : 
1) A component of  containing G is diffeomorphic to a quotient of a sphere , 
2) An Ù Pcircuit diffeomorphic to 9  8, 
3) An Ù PTube with boundary components in «	 
4) an Ù PCap with boundary in «	  
5) an Ù Phorn with boundary in «	  
6) a capped Ù Phorn  
7) a double Ù Phorn  

Perelman’s functional  !"#
One of perelmans claims is that, he proved that Ricci flow is a gradient flow up to 
diffeomorphism .Of course note that Ricci flow is not gradient flow .for explain the trick 
of Perelman  for it we at first define a function that called -functional  
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U 	 
  5 % Ð'Ð9	M( B¶ 
Where U is a Riemannian metric on M and f  is a smooth function . 
Restrict this function to the subspace of $  ST	 given by U 	  such that the 
volume formM(B  is constant, equal to a fixed one denoted by .The gradient 
flow equation for is then  
\\K 
 Pd5 % 9	,                    \(\K 
 Py P 5                  (3.1) 
Now the idea is to deform a solution U	 		 of (3.1) to kill the term 9  and 
obtain a solution UÀ	 of Ricci flow .Now we recall a classical result of Riemannian 
geometry .if Ø is a family of diffeomorphisms such that Á Á 
 ', then Á Á0U	 
d9.Given a solution of (3.1) one can define diffeomorphisms Ksuch that K  
 ' 
at time  .ThenUä 	 
 K0U	 and% 	 
 	K solve the system : 
\À\K 
 Pd5  ,\(&\K 
 Py&P 5 % '&9 
The first equation gives a solution to the Ricci flow .Moreover,U	 		 
2UÀ	 &	4. 
ElliptizationandHyperbolizationconjecture 
Definition3.16 A Seifert fibration is a partition by circles (locally a product) except for 
a finite number of singular fibres, that have the following local model .We consider a 
cylinder, the product 9  aCpb  of a disc with an interval, and glue 9  C with 9  p by a rotation of finite order .The fibration by horizontal intervals induces a 
partition by circles of the solid torus,that is a fibration except for the singular fibre C  8,which is shorter . 
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We know a manifold said to be hyperbolic if its interior has a complete metric of 
constant curvature -1 .it is important to notice that manifolds with finite fundamental 
group cannot be hyperbolic. 
Hyperbolization conjecture: Let     be a prime, closed three manifold, with ¥8 	 infinite and such that every subgroup `' ` ´ ¥8 	  comes from Z 	 
.Then   is hyperbolic. 
Also a 3-manifold is said to be elliptic if it admits a metric of constant curvature +1. 
If   is a closed three manifold and ¥8 	  is finite, then equipping    with an 
elliptic metric is equivalent to admit a Seifert fibration, using the fact both families 
elliptic manifolds and Seifert fibered ones are classified. 
Elliptization conjecture: let   be a prime, closed three-manifold, with ¥8 	 finite 
.Then   is elliptic. 
 
Now we explain some partial result about Geometrization before Perelman  
Definition 3.17 A 3-manifold is called a graph manifold if it is a union of Seifert 
manifolds along the boundary, consisting of Tori. 
Definition3.18 on orientable 3-manifold is called sufficiently large if it contains an 
property embedded incompressible surface. 
The next result is Thurston’s Geometrization for sufficiently large manifolds, that was 
one of the main evidences to support this conjecture 
A surface (9    is called properly embedded if it is embedded and Z( 
 (  Z   
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Theorem3.10 (Thurston) a sufficiently large three manifold satisfies the Geometrization 
conjecture. 
The following theorem is involves convergence groups  
Theorem3.11 let   be a compact irreducible 3- manifold .if ¥8 	 has an infinite 
cyclic normal sub-group, then   is Seifert fibered  
ConsequencesofGeometrization: 
Some consequences of Geometrization in 3-dimensional topology are listed in this 
section: 
 
Theorem3.12 (Borel conjecture in dimension three) if two aspherical compact three 
manifolds are homotopically equivalent, then they are homeomorphic . 
Theorem3.13: compact aspherical three manifolds are classified by its fundamental 
group. 
Theorem3.14 (Gromov-Lawson) if a compact three manifold admits a metric of non-
negative scalar curvature then it is either flat or a connected sum of elliptic manifolds 
and 9  8 or its quotients. 
HamiltonclaimsonGeometrizationconjecture 
In the three dimensional case, the curvature operator (acting on 2-forms) diagonalizes  
Ú8 C CC 9 CC C  Û 
So that the [ are functions on  .Then the Q]9  are sectional curvatures, 
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)
**+
9 %  d C CC 8 % 9d CC C 8 %  d ,
--. 
And 5 
 8 % 9 %    
The evolution equations for the [ are  
8· 
 y8 % 89 % 9  
9· 
 y9 % 99 %  8 
 · 
 y  %  9 % 89 
Hamilton proved, in dimension three,5  C  , 5 ¤ C  ,  C and ,  ¤ C are 
conditions invariant under the Ricci flow . 
Maximum principles where also used by Hamilton to control [  in the following 
Theorem. 
Theorem 3.15(Hamilton) if a compact three manifold   admits a metric with 5 ¤ C 
,then the Ricci flow, after rescaling ,converges to a metric with constant positive 
sectional curvature .In  Particular   is elliptic . 
Also Hamilton developed a strong maximum principle for tensors, and used it to show 
that if 5  C ,Then one of the three possibilities happen 
1) the metric is flat  
2) 5 ¤ C at  ¤ C , hence  is elliptic  
3) The metric is locally a product U 
 U8 ' G   .In this case the manifold is 
diffeomorphic to 9  8 or it is a quotient 5   5    . 
Hence we conclude the following Theorem from Hamilton  
Theorem3.16 a closed manifold with a Riemannian metric with 5  C  satisfies 
Thurston’s Geometrization conjecture. 
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Hamilton –Ivey estimates are another example of cleaver application of maximum 
principles for tensors in dimension three .Let  aPp%µ	 ! apµ	 be the inverse map 
of G ! UG P G .Then we have the following Theorem  
Theorem3.17 (Hamilton-Ivey pinching) The inequalities  
5  Pp and  8 9    P5	  
Are invariant under the Ricci flow. 
Hamilton’sworkonformationofsingularitiesandtheZoomtechnique 
The Ricci Tensor is invariant by homoteties ,Thus the rescaled metric still satisfies the 
Ricci flow equation .Now according to geometric tools we consider the Hamilton’s 
work on singularities .One of geometric tools is zoom ,or parabolic rescaling .The idea 
is to dilate the metric and the time . 
Definition3.19 (parabolic rescaling) Let U	  be a Ricci flow on   aC /	 , GL @,L @ aC /	 Such that 5G 	 ³ L  5GL L	  for all G @  and  ³ L. Then  
UL	 
 LU rL % Ls 
Is a Ricci flow on aPLL / P L	L	  and 5LG 	 ³ p  for every G @   and  ³ C 
.This is called a parabolic rescaling of U	 at GL L	 .Perelman showed if The Ricci 
flow on a closed three manifold  encounters a singularity then an entire connected 
component disappear or there are nearby 2-Spheres on which to do surgery .To attack 
this ,Hamilton initiated a blowup analysis for Ricci flow .It is known that singularities 
arise from curvature blowups .That is ,if a Ricci flow solution exists on a maximal time 
interval aC /	 ,with / ´ µ  ,then K! WF@Ð5G 	Ð 
 µ , where Riem 
denotes the sectional curvature . 
Assume we have a singularity developing at time / under the Ricci flow  U	.we take 
a sequence G[ @  and [ ! / so that 5G[	 
 tG 5  at time [  ,and we Parabolic 
rescale to have 5G[	 
 p .we also move the time by a translation ,So that the initial[ 
becomes zero .In order to analyze the singularity ,The idea is to look at the limit of 
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pointed Ricci flows (with base pointG[  at time 0, after the translation ).There is a 
compactness theorem for pointed Ricci flows ,proved we have a positive lower bound on 
the injectivity radius of the base point .if we had This lower bound ,Then there would be 
a convergent subsequence to a flow ,and Hamilton work would yield that the limit has 
the following properties : 
1) It is an ancient solution ,i.e. defined on time Pµ Cb 
2) The metric is complete  
3) The sectional curvature is non-negative ,because we rescale by R and apply Hamilton-
Ivey Pinching  
4) 5  C,because 56[Y is non decreasing .
 
Now suppose that  / ´ µ  and is maximal and therefore WÐ5G 	Ð ! µ  as  ! / .We can pick a sequence of points Gl l	  such that l ! /  and l 5Gl l	  5G 	 for any G @  and  ´ l .Now consider the sequence Ul	  of 
parabolic rescaling at Gl l	  .it is defined at least on intervals aPll Cb  ,where 
,thanks to the Hamilton-Ivey pinching ,we have uniform bounds on the sectional 
curvature .Note that Pll ! Pµ .and by additional hypotheses we can take a limit 
and get a Ricci flow on (Pµ Cb.note that using theorem of M.gromov we can define 
pointed convergence of the Ricci flow . 
Let t u	  be an interval such that Pµ ³ C ³ u ³ %µ  .Let l Ul	 Gl	  be a 
sequence of pointed Ricci flows ont u	 with Gl @ l  .One says that the sequence 
converges in the pointed topology to the pointed Ricci flow U	 G	, if there exist, 
for any ß ,embeddings l  from ÊG C ß	  into l  ,taking G  to Gl  ,such that the pull-
back metrics l0Ul	  converges to U	  in the ST P Topology uniformly on any 
compact set of   t u	. 
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Chapter 4 

Maximum principle   

In this section we will look at some basic PDE techniques and apply them to the Ricci 
flow to obtain some important results about preservation and pinching of Curvature 
quantities. The important fact is that the curvatures satisfy certain Reaction - diffusion 
equations which can be studied with the maximum principle. The essence of parabolic 
maximum principles is to compare the solution of a heat- type PDE by an ODE 
obtained by dropping the Laplacian and gradient term. The Solution to the ODE, which 
is easier to obtain, will act as a barrier to the PDE solution. .Our exposition is based on 
[20-32]                         . 
Recall that if a smooth function  . h ! 5 where h  5Y has a local minimum at GL 
in the interior ofh, Then  
ZZG[ GL	 
 C 
Z9ZG[ZG^ GL	  C 
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Where the second statement is that the Hessian is nonnegative definite (has all 
nonnegative eigenvalues). The same is true on a Riemannian manifold, replacing 
regular derivatives with covariant derivatives. 
Lemma4.1 Let  U	 be a Riemanian manifold and  .  ! 5 be a smooth (or at 
least S9) function that has a local minimum at GL @ . Then  
'[GL	 
 C 
'['^ GL	  C 
yGL	 
 U[^GL	'['^ GL	  C 
Proof. In a coordinate patch, the first statement is clear, since '[ 
 \/\F]the second 
statement is that the Hessian is positive definite, Recall that in coordinates, the Hessian 
is 
'['^  
 Z9ZG[ZG^ P [l^ ZZGl 
But at a minimum, the second term is zero and the positive definiteness follows from the 
case in5Y. The last statement is true since both U and the Hessian are positive definite. 
Note: there is a similar statement for maxima. 
Lemma4.2. Let  U		 be a smooth family of compact Riemannian manifolds 
for @  aC /b.  . aC /b   ! 5 be a S9 function such that 
C G	  C 
For allG @ . Then exactly one of the following is true  
1.  G	  C for all  G	 @ aC /b  ,or  
2. there exists a L GL	 @ C /b  such that all of the following are true: 
a) L GL	 ´ C 
b) '[L GL	 
 C 
c) yK²	L GL	  C 
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d) \/\K L GL	 ³ C 
 
Proof. Certainly both cannot hold. Now suppose 1) fails. Then there must exists L GL	such that L GL	 ´ C. We may move this to the minimum point, at which all of 
the first three must hold. If we take this to be the first time that such a point occurs, the 
last must hold as well. 
Theorem4.1 (pichotomy) Let  U		 be a smooth family of compact Riemannian 
Manifolds for  @ aC /b¶Let   @ aC /b   ! 5 by S9 functions such that  
 
 C G	  C G	 
For allG @ . also let » @ 5. Then exactly one of the following is true: 
1.  G	   G	 for all G	 @  aC /b  , or 
2. there exists a L GL	 @  C /	   C /b   sush that all of the following are 
true 
a) L GL	 ´ L GL	 
b) '[L GL	 
 '[L GL	  
c) yK²	L GL	  yK²	L GL	  
d) \/\K L GL	 ³ \E\K L GL	 % »aL GL	 P L GL	b  
Proof .replace  with  M-K P 	. 
 
Note: For elliptic equations on a manifold, the facts we use are that if a function . ! 5 attains its minimum at a point GL @ , then  'GL	 
 C and yGL	  C 
For equations of parabolic type, a simple version says the following. 
Theorem4.2 (weak maximum principle for super solutions of the heat equation). Let U	 be a family of metrics on a close manifold Y and let  . Y  aC /	 ! 5 
satisfy  
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ZZ  yK	¶ 
Then if    at  
 C for some  @ 5, then    for all   C.  
Proof. The idea is simply that given a timeL  C, if the spatial minimum of  is 
attained at a point GL @ , then ZZ L GL	  yK	L GL	  C 
so that the minimum should be non decreasing. Note that at L GL	we actually have '['^ 	  C. More rigorously, we proceed as follows. Given any Ù ¤ C, define   aC /	 ! 5 , 
 
  % Ùp % 	 
since    at  
 C, we have  ¤  at  
 C. Now suppose for some Ù ¤ C we have   ³  somewhere in   C /	. Then since  is closed, there exists8 G8	 such that 8 G8	 
  and8 G8	 ¤  for all G @  and  @  and  @  aC 8	¶ we then 
have at8 G8	  
C  ZZ  yK	 % Ù ¤ C 
Which is a contradiction. Hence  ¤  on   aC /	 for all Ù ¤ C and by taking the 
limit as Ù ! C we get    on   aC /	 . 
Let us work on a closed manifold  with a Riemannian metric U	 that varies with 
time .in this section we will consider PDE s of the form   
\/\K 
 yK	 % w$	 x % (	   (4.1) 
where  .   aC /	 ! 5 is a time - dependent real - valued function on , $	 is a 
time - dependent vector field on  and ( . 5 ! 5. we will see many PDEs of this broad 
type - they consist of a Laplacian term yK	 and the reaction terms 0$	 '1%(	¶ we call such PDEs heat - type equations, because of the analogy with the heat 
equation(4.1) 
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Lemma4.3 let  U		 be a closed manifold with a time - dependent Riemannian 
metric U	¶ suppose that  .   aC /	 ! 5 is initially non-positive (i.e. G C	 ³ C 
for all G @ ) and that is satisfies the differential inequality  ZZ ³ yK	 % w$	 x 
at all points G 	  @   aC /	 where G 	 ¤ C. Then G 	 ³ Cfor all G @  
and  @  aC /	¶ 
Proof. By applying   
  P Ùp % 	 in proof of previous theorem, proof will be 
complete. 
The following theorem essentially tells us that out upper bound grows no faster that we 
would expect from the reaction term (	 in (4.1)  
The Scalar maximum principle  
 
Proposition4.1 Let  U		 be a closed manifold with a time - dependent Riemannian 
metric U	¶ suppose that  .   aC /	 ! 5 satisfies  ZZ ³ yK	 % w$	 x % (	 
G C	 ³  for all G @  
For some constant, where $	 is a time - dependent vector field on  and ( . 5 !5 is locally Lipschitz. Suppose thatD5 ! 5is the solution of the associated ODE. 
Which is formed by neglecting the Laplacian and gradient terms:   
D 
 (D	 
DC	 
  
Then G 	 ³ D	 for all G @  t @ aC /	 such that D	 exists. 
Proof. Let us set  
  P D we know that G C	 ³ C for all G @ , and we desire 
to show that G 	 ³ C for all G 	  @   aC /	¶ to do this, we fix an arbitrary & @  aC /	 and show that  ³ Con aC &b for any& @  aC /	. 
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First note that 
ZZ 
 Z P D	Z  
³ 2 % 0$ '1 % (	 P (D	

 2 % 0$ '1 % (	 P (D		    (4.2)
Note that ' 
 ' and 2 
 2 because Ddepends only on . we now want to deal 
with the last term on RHS. 
Because  aC &b is compact, there exists a constant c (dependent on&) such that ÐG 	Ð ³  and ÐD	Ð ³  on   aC &b. Because ( is locally Lipschitz and the 
interval aP b is compact, there exists 8 (also dependent on  ) such that Ð(G	 P(¾	Ð ³ 8ÐG P ¾Ð for all G ¾ @  aP b¶Therefore, because  D @  aP b, Ð(	 P (D	Ð ³ 8Ð P DÐ 
 8ÐÐ on   aC &b. Plugging this into the evolution 
equation (4.2) for , we obtain 
ZZ ³ y % w$ x % 8ÐÐ 
Now let 
 MK . Then we have  
Z<Z ³ MK % w$ x % 8ÐÐ P 8	 

 < % w$ <x % 8Ð<Ð P <	  (4.3) 
We are going to apply previous lemma to the function<. Because G C	 ³ C for 
allG @ , we have <G C	 ³ C for all G @ . Furthermore, if < ¤ C thenÐ<Ð 
<, so the differential inequality (4.3) gives us  
Z<Z ³ y< % w$ <x 
at any point G 	 @   aC &b such that<G 	  C, Hence, by previous 
lemma<G 	 ³ C for all G 	  @   aC &b. It follows that G 	 ³ C, and hence 
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G 	 ³ D	 for all G 	 @   aC &b for any & @  aC /b¶ Therefore G 	 ³D	 for any G 	 @   aC /	. So proof is complete.  
The maximum principle on non-compact manifolds
We start with following general results of Karp - Li and Ni – Tam  
Definition4.1 we say that  @ 3q38 Y  aC /b	 is a weak sub-solution of the heat 
equation  \\K P y	G 	 
 C if for every non-negative SfunctionD with compact 
support in Y  C /	we have   
  r ZDZ P DsG	  CL
Theorem 4.3(see [11-30]) Assume that the curvature of Y U		,  @  aC /	 are 
uniformly bounded. if  is a weak sub-solution of the heat equation on Y  aC /b with C C	 ³ C and if
 
  GW NPL	9 G 	*9G 	O K	G	 ´ µL
For some  ¤ C, then  ³ C on Y  aC /b (* c tGC and dG 	 denote the 
distance function of G to a fixed point @ Y)  
Theorem4.4(see[31]) Let Y U		, @ aC /	, be a complete solution to the Ricci flow 
with bounded curvature and let L, be a W 4	 Ptensor with  ÐLG	ÐL	 ³ -FV	*8	 
For some» ´ µ. Let V£ c 1V/0	11£/0	 and suppose that  (K V£ ! V£ 
Is a fiber –wise linear map with  
5(K5T 
 678RF	@9:; (2<G	4K	Ð<G	ÐK	 ´ µ 
Then there exists < ´ µ and a solution 	  @ aC /	of  ZZ  
 yK	 % (K	 
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With C	 
 L and ÐÐK	 ³ RFV	*8	. This solution is unique among all solutions 
with ÐÐK	 ³ FV	*8	for all  ´ µ. 
Li - Yau proved the uniqueness of solutions bounded from below under a certain lower 
bound assumption on the Ricci curvature. 
Theorem4.5(see [31]) Assume that the curvature and their first derivatives of Y U		,  @  aC /	, are uniformly bounded. For any t ¤ C and » ¤ C, there exists 
a positive function DG 	 and u ¤ C such that  
r ZZ P sD  »D 
On Y  aC /	 and  GWt¶  G		 ³ DG 	 ³ GWu¶  G		 
The maximum Principle for tensors 
 
Letbe an n - dimensional complete manifold. Consider a family of smooth metrics U[^	evolving by the Ricci flow with uniformly bounded curvature for  @  aC /b with / ´ µ. Denote by KG ¾	the distance between two WG ¾ @  with respect to 
the metricU[^	.  
 Now we give a lemma that will be useful in next theorems   
Lemma4.4 There exists a smooth function  on  such that   p everywhere, G	 !%µ as LG GL	 ! %µ (for some fixedGL @  ) ÐÐ]kK	 ³  and Ð9Ð]kK	 ³  
On Y  aC /b for some positive constant . 
Here we give one of applications of weak maximum principle . 
Proposition4.2 if the scalar curvature 5 of the solution U[^	 ,C ³  ³ /, to the Ricci 
flow is non- negative  at  
 C ,Then it remains so on C ³  ³ / . 
Proof Let f be the function constructed in previous lemma, recall  
 Z5Z 
 y5 % dÐ5Ð9 
For any small constant Ù ¤ C and large constant» ¤ C, we have  
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ZZ 5 % Ù-K	 
 Z5Z % Ù»-K 
 y5 % Ù-K	 % dÐ5Ð9 % Ù-K» P y	 
By choosing » large enough. 
We claim that  5 % Ù-K ¤ C on Y  aC /b 
Suppose not, then there exists a first time L ¤ C and a point GL @  such that 5 % Ù-K	GL L	 
 C 5 % Ù-K	GL L	 
 C y5 % Ù-K	GL L	  C ZZ 5 % Ù-K	GL L	 ³ C 
Then C  \\K 5 % Ù-K	GL L	 ¤ y5 % Ù-K	GL L	  C 
So we have C ¤ C that is  contradiction. So we have proved that  5 % Ù-K	 ¤ C on   aC /b 
Letting Ù ! C, we get 5  C on   aC /b . so proof is complete. 
Hamilton’s maximum principle  
 
To introduce Hamilton’s maximum principle, let us start with some basic set-up. We 
assume  U[^G 		  @  aC /b is a smooth complete solution to the Ricci flow with 
bounded curvature. Let B be an abstract vector bundle over  with a metricQR, and 
connection ' 
 [l^ compatible with . Now we may form the Laplace 2# 
 U[^'['^ # 
which acts on the sections # @ B	 of  . SupposeQRG 	 is a family of bounded 
symmetric bilinear forms on Bsatisfying the equation \\K QR 
 yQR % [[QR % ÑQR        (4.4) 
where [	 is a time - dependent uniform bounded vector field on the manifold M, and ÑQR 
 QR QR	 is a polynomial in QR formed by contracting products of QR  
with itself using the metric h = {QR}. Hamilton established the following weak 
maximum principle: 
 Let QR be a bounded solution to (4.4)and suppose ÑQR satisfies the condition that  
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ÑQRQR  C  whenever ÑQRR 
 C 
 ForC ³  ³ /. If QR  C at 
 C ,then it remains so for C ³  ³ /. Hamilton also 
established a  strong maximum principle for solutions to equation (4.4): Let QR be a  
bounded solution to (4.4) with[ 
 C.  and ÑQR satisfies “ÑQR ¤ Cwhenever QR C”. suppose QR  C at  
 C. then there exists an  interval C ´  ´ Â on which the 
rank of QR is constant and the null space of QR is invariant under parallel 
translation and invariant in time and also lies in the null space of ÑQR. 
The maximum principle for systems  
Recall that the Riemannian curvature tensor may be considered as an operator  9/0 ! 9/0 . As 5t	
 Ul®UqÁ5[^lqtÁ®G[=G^ 
to simply the evolution equation of 5 we need to introduce the notion of Li algebra 
square 5 9/0 ! 9/0. 
First we introduce the lie algebra structure on 9/0 by defining its lie 
bracketa¶  ¶ b 9/0  9/0 ! 9/0. For any two forms t< , we define  a<b[^ 
 Ulq2[l<q^ P <[lq^4 
Let eDQ DR X f be a basis of 9/0 ,and SQRbe the structure symbols defined by ÎDQ DRÏ 
 SQRD. We define the lie algebra square by  5	QR
 SQ>SR?55>? 
Lemma 4.5(Evolution of the curvature operator )  \\K 5 
 5 % 59 % 5    (4.5) 
Where 59 is the composition 55 and 5 is the lie algebra square.  
Let F 
 ¥M8G	 (¥  !  where
 9Y1Á9Y)be the fiber over G . For each @  , consider the system of ODE on F corresponding to the PDE (4.5) obtained by 
dropping the laplacian term : K  
 9 %     (4.6) 
Where  @ F is a symmetric Ñ  Ñ matrix, where Ñ 
 YYM8	9 
 	 the 
maximum principle for systems says the following. A set  in a vector space is said to 
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be convex, if for any  _ @  , we have $ % p P 	_ @  for all  @ aCpb . A subset  
of the vector bundle  is said to be invariant under parallel translation, if for every 
path  at ub !   and vector @ @	 , the unique parallel section $	 @ Á	 
, @ at ub , along 	 with $t	 
 $ is contained in . 
 
Theorem4.6 (see [20-31]): Let U	  @ aC /	  be a solution to the Ricci flow on a 
closed manifold Y.Let    be a subset which is invariant under parallel translation 
and whose intersection F
 @F  with each fiber is closed and convex . Suppose the 
ODE (4.6) has the property that for any C	 @  we have 	 @  for all @ aC /	 , 
if 5C	 @ , then 5	 @  for all  @ aC /	 . 
Strong Maximum principle  
In order to give an idea of the proof of the strong maximum principle we need to make 
some remarks on functions which are not quite differentiable  
Definition4.2 let  be a real valued function defined for all G in an interval containing  , 
we define   HIJF!å G	  HIJ678F!å G	 
 IAB>CL 678ÐFMåÐD> G	 
 HIJ>!L 678ÐFMåÐD> G	  F!å G	  HIJIABF!å G	 
 678>CL IABÐFMåÐD> G	 
 HIJ>!L IABÐFMåÐD> G	  F!åE G	  HIJIABF!å G	 
 678>CL IABLDFMåD> G	 
 HIJ>!L IABLDFMåD> G	   HIJF!åE G	  HIJ678F!åE G	 
 IAB>CL 678LDFMåD> G	 
 HIJ>!L 678LDFMåD> G	  
Definition4.3 Let  5 ! 5 . The upper right and lower right Dini derivatives of  at  @ 5 are , respectively, defined by  
*	 
 HIJ678Ë!LE  % 	 P 	 
*	 
 HIJIABË!LE  % 	 P 	  
Lemma4.6 Let  at ub ! 5 be a Lipschitz function such that t	 ³ C and *	 ³C when   C for ³  ³ u , then u	 ³ C  
Corollary 4.1 if t	 ³ Ut	 and *	 ³ *U	 for all t ³  ³ u .Then u	 ³Uu	 . 
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Theorem4.7 (Hamilton) Let U ¾	 be a smooth function of  @ 5  and ¾ @ 5l. Let 	 c Wå@+ U ¾	, where _  5l is a compact set .Then  is a Lipschitz function 
and its upper right derivative satisfies  
*	 ³ 678å@+K	 ZZ U ¾	 
Being _	 
 ¾ @ _ 	 
 U ¾	. 
Proof: choose an arbitrary L @ 5 and a sequence e^ f^g8T  decreasing to L for which HIJKk!K² (2Kk4M(K²	KkMK²  equals the limsup . since _ is a compact set, the maximum is attained 
; so for each index F we can take ¾^ @ _ such that 2^ 4 
 U^  ¾^ 	, therefore ,¾[ is a 
sequence in _ and , because of the compactness of _, there is a subsequence convergent 
to some ¾L @ _. We can assume (for simplicity of the notation) ¾^ ! ¾L taking limits in 2^ 4 
 U^  ¾^ 	 and using the continuity of  and U, we have L	 
 UL ¾L	; 
so¾L @ _L	. By definition of, UL ¾0	 ³ UL ¾L	 þ¾0 @ _ ; then  2^ 4 P L	 
 U2^  ¾^ 4 P UL ¾L	 ³ U2^  ¾^ 4 P UL ¾^ 	 
Dividing by ^ P L and using the mean value theorem , we obtain  2^ 4 P L	^ P L ³ U2^  ¾^ 4 P UL ¾^ 	^ P L 
 ZZ U/^  ¾^ 	 
With L ´ /^ ´ ^ . Taking limits when ^ ! L, we have  
HIJKk!K² 2^ 4 P L	^ P L ³ ZZ UL ¾[	 ³ 678å@+K	 ZZ U ¾	 
Since L is arbitrary, we have proved the estimate on the upper right derivative of . 
Moreover, since _	 is a compact set, this supremum  is attained and the above 
inequality shows that f has bounded first derivative and so it is a Lipschitz function. 
Next, we state the analog result for lower right derivatives. 
Theorem4.8 (Hamilton) Let U ¾	 be a smooth function of  @ 5  and ¾ @ 5l. Let 	 c å@+ U ¾	, where _  5l is a compact set .Then  is a Lipschitz function . 
*	  678å@+K	 ZZ U ¾	 
Being _	 
 ¾ @ _ 	 
 U ¾	. 
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Corollary4.2 if t	 ³ C and *	 ³  for some  @ 5 and for ³  ³ u , then u	 ³ C. 
Proof take 
 MK , then  
*U	 
 HIJ678Á!KE MÁ	 P MK	 P 

 HIJ678Á!KE MÁ	 P MK	 % MK	 P MK	 P  

 HIJ678>!LLDÁMKD> 	 MÁ P MK P  % MK 	 P 	 P  
³ HIJ>!L G 678LDÁMKD> 	 MÁ P MK P   % 678LDÁMKD> MK 	 P 	 P  H

 HIJ678Á!KE 	 MÁ P MK P   % MKHIJ678Á!KE 	 P 	 P  

 HIJ678Á!KE 	 MÁ P MK P   % MK*	 
So the upper limit in the first addend above is actually a limit, and the limit of a product 
is the product of limits. In the second addend , we can apply the hypothesis of the 
corollary about *	 . So *U	 ³ 	MÁ	ÁgK % MK	 
 P	MK %MK	 
 C   . As a result of applying lemma (4.6) to U ,we have Uu	 ³ C ; but Uu	 
 MIu	 so u	 ³ C. 
 
Let  U	 be a compact Riemannian manifold and let  
 8 9 X  l	 ! 5lbe 
a system of k functions on .Let h  5lbe an open subset and let Dh ! 5lbe a 
smooth vector field on  . We let  U and D depend on time, also consider the nonlinear 
heat equation  \(\K 
 PJ % D    (4.7) 
With C	 
 L, and suppose that it has a solution for some time interval C ³  ³ / . 
before dealing with this ,we need some definitions. 
Definition4.4 we define the tangent cone /ç$	 to a closed convex set $  5l at a point  @ Z$ as the smallest closed convex con with vertex at  which contains$. It is the 
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intersection of all the closed half spaces containing $ with  on the boundary of the half 
space. 
Definition 4.5we say that a linear function  5l ! 5 is a support function for $  5l 
at  @ Z$ (and write  @ ç$) if  
1.ÐÐ 
 p  
2.	  G	 for all G @ $ (i.e. P G	  C) 
Remark 4.2from the view point of the support functions, we can write  G @ /ç$	 if and only if G P 	 ³ C for every  @ ç$ 
Lemma4.7 the solution of the PDE equation (K 
 D which are in  the closed convex 
set $  5l at  
 C will remain in $ if and only if D	 @ /ç$	 for every  @ Z$ . 
 
Theorem4.9 if the solution of the ODE equation (K 
 D withC	 @ $ stays in $, 
then the solution of the PDE (4.7) withC	 @ $ stays in $ (suppose $ is a compact set) 
Proof first we introduce a notation  	 c  $	 
 W P G	 G @ Z$  @ F$ 
Let 	 
  $	  @ 5l. Given a solution   5 ! 5lof \(\K 
 PJ % D , we 
define 	
 678F@ G 		 , so, by notation we have 	 
 678F£q	@+ G 	 P 4	    (4.8) 
Being _ 
 eG 4 	 G @ 4 @ Z$  @ £$f a compact set. So previous Hamilton’s 
Theorem 4.10assures that  
*	 ³ 678F£q	@+ ZZ G 	 P 4	 
Where _	 
 G 4 	 @ _ G 	 P 4	 
 	from this definition of _	 and (4.8) 
;its follows that if G 4 	 @ _	 , then JKLF£q	@+K	 G 	 P 4	 
 G 	 P4	,Since  is a linear function independent of  ,we have  *	 ³ 678F£q	@+K	 \\K G 	 P 4	 
 678F£q	@+K	 N\(FK	\K O 
678F£q	@+K	eP2yG 	4 % 2DG 		4f        (4.9) 
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Note that the last equality is true because  is a solution of the PDE, \(\K 
 PJ % D 
.By definition of 	 ,G 		 has its maximum at G ;so  2P24 
 P2	 ³ C    (4.10) 
On the other hand, by hypothesis, the solution of the ODE \(\K 
 D stays in $ and to 
easily we can prove that this means D		 ³ C for every  @ ç$ and @ Z$ . Then, in 
particular, D4		 ³ C. So we get  DG 			 ³ DG 			 P D4		 
 2D2G 	4 P D4	4 
                                        ³ ÐÐD2G 	4 P D4	 ³ ÐG 	 P 4Ð 
 G 	 P 4	 
 
Where c is the Lipschitz constant of D and the last equality follows by the definition of _	 .finally, by sub situation of the above inequality and (4.9)in (4.10) ,we obtain *	 ³ 	 , and , since C	 @ $ ,	 
 C. Then applying lemma (4.6), we 
conclude that 	 
 678F@ G 		 
 C for all time in which the solution is 
defined. But this shows that G 	 remains in $ 
Applications of maximum principle 
 
By applying the maximum principle to various equations and inequalities governing the 
evolution of curvature, we will get some preliminaries control on how 5 and 5 evolve 
. 
Theorem4.11: Under the Ricci flow, the scalar curvature , satisfy  Z5Z  y5 % d59 
Proof since  Ð5Ð9  8Y 59 (more generally,ÐtÐ9  8Y tt	9for any 2- tensor a ) 
also we know that \±\K 
 y5 % 9Y Ð5Ð9, so we get \±\K  y5 % 9Y 59. 
Now we recall if U	 be a family of metrics on a closed manifold Yand suppose Y  aC /	 ! 5 satisfies \\K   yK	 % $K	 where $K	 denotes the directional 
derivative of  in the direction of some time-dependent vector field $K. If    at  
 C 
for some @ 5 , then    for all   C. 
Now if we set G 	 
 MKG 	 we get the following lemma. 
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Lemma4.8: suppose  ZZ   yK	 % $K	 %  
Where ³ C. Then if   C at  
 C so   C for all time. 
Theorem4.12 we have  
5G 	  Ú pJIAF@ 5G C	 P d Û
M8
 
If JIAF@ 5G C	 M C. If JIAF@ 5G C	 
 C, then we have 5G 	  C . 
Proof we know that \±\K  y5 % 9Y 59}¶pp	 
Now we apply a trick which is useful for obtaining sharp estimate. Let «	 be a 
solution of the ODE Z«Z 
 d «9 
This ODE is obtained by replacing  by 
 and dropping the y term in(4.11) . we then 
have  ZZ 5 P «	  y5 P «	 % d 5 P «	5 % «	 
Let aC /	 be the time interval of existence of the solution of Ricci flow .For any C ´  ´ / we have5 % « ³  for any constant ´ µ . Hence  ZZ 5 P «	  y5 P «	 % d 5 P «	 
Whenever P« ³ C . Now we choose « so that«C	 
 JIAF@ 5G C	 ,by exercise, 
since 5 P «  C  at  
 C, we have 5 P «  C  on   aC &b, since & ´ / is arbitrary 
,it follows that 5 P «  C on   aC &b . we also easily see that the solution to ¬K 
9Y «9is «	 
 N 8¬L	 P 9Y OM8unless«C	 
 C in which case «	  C so proof is 
complete. 
Remark4.1 in particular, ifJIAF@ 5G C	 ¤ C , then the maximal time interval of 
existence aC /	 satisfies ´ Y9 6[Yj@á±FL	 . 
We mention some useful applications of the weak and strong maximum principle: 
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Corollary 4.3let   aC /	 be a Ricci flow on a compact n-dimensional manifold  
and suppose that 6[Y ³ ¶ C	 ³ 6F on  .Then  pp6[Y P d  ³ ¶  	 
And if 5  C everywhere, ¶  	 ³ 8NOjM9K. 
Corollary4.4(see [32] ) let   aC /b be a Ricci flow on an n-dimensional manifold. 
Assume that the curvature operator 5P is everywhere non-negative definite and /	 QÑ  5,where Ñ UR	 is an  P p dimensional Riemannian manifold . Then the splitting 
already existed before / and the Ricci flow   aC /b is of product form Ñ  5	  aC /b whereÑ  aC /b denotes a Ricci flow on N. 
Corollary 4.5(see [32] ) consider a Ricci flow   aC /	 on a compact manifold M .If 
the curvature operator at time 0 is everywhere non-negative definite ,then this property 
is preserved under the Ricci flow .In particular ,in dimension 3 non-negative sectional 
curvature is preserved . 
 
Now we give some another applications of maximum principle. 
Theorem4.13(see [32] )  let h U		 ,C ³  ³ / be a a 3-dimensional Ricci flow with 
non-negative sectional curvature  with h connected but not necessarily complete and / ¤ C.If 5W /	 
 C for some W @ h, Then h U		 is flat for every  @ aC /b. 
 
Proposition4.3 (see [32] ) Let h U		 ,C ³  ³ / , is a 3-dimensional Ricci flow with 
non-negative sectional curvature ,with h being connected but not necessarily complete 
and / ¤ C .Suppose that h U/		 is isometric to a non-empty open subset of a cone 
over a Riemannian manifold. Then h U		 is flat for every  @ aC /b. 
Also extending flows is one of applications of the maximum principle that is important. 
 
Proposition 4.4(see [32]and[20-29] ) let  U		 C ³  ´ / ´ µ , be a Ricci flow 
with M a compact manifold. Then either the flow extends to an interval aC /¸	 for some  /¸ ¤ /  or Ð5Ð is unbounded on  aC /	 . 
Now as a last proposition we give another application of maximum principle. 
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Hamilton –Ivey pinching  
 
Note that we cannot completely establish a unilateral lower bound on the individual 
curvatures   S , but one can at least show that if one of these curvatures is large and 
negative , then one of the others must be extremely large and positive ,and so in regions 
of high curvature, the positive curvature components dominate. This is important 
phenomenon for Ricci flow that Ivey and Hamilton formalized it. 
 
Proposition4.5 (see[20-29]) Let  U		 be a Ricci flow on a compact 3-dimensional 
manifold on some time interval aC /b  . Suppose that the least Eigen value S G	  of the 
Riemann curvature tensor is bounded below by -1 at times  
 C and all G @ .then , at 
all space time points  G	 @ aC /b  , we have the scalar curvature bounded  
5  PT} % p 
And furthermore whenever one has negative curvature in the sense that S G	 ´ C  , 
then one also has the pinching bound  5  dÐSÐUÐSÐ % Hèép % 	 P |	 
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Chapter 5
Li-Yau-Hamilton Estimates   
The classical Harnack inequality from parabolic PDE theory states that for C ´ 8 ´9 ³ / a non-negative smooth solution  @ ST  aC /b	 of the linear heat equation ZK 
 y on a closed, connected manifold M satisfies  678 ¶  8	 ³  IAB ¶  9	    (5.1) 
Where c depends on 8 9 and the geometry of M. 
In 1986, peter Li and Shing Tung Yau found a completely new Harnack type result, 
namely a point wise gradient estimate that can be integrated along a path to find a 
classical Harnack inequality of the form (5.1) they proved that on a manifold with 5  C and convex boundary ,The differential Harnack expression  
3 	 c ZK P ÐÐ99 % d
Is non-negative for any positive solution u of the linear heat equation. 
Also Richard Hamilton proved a matrix version of the Li-Yau inequality under slightly 
different assumptions. Hamilton then found a nonlinear analog for the Ricci flow case. 
In this section we will introduce Hamilton’s Harnack inequality for the scalar curvature 
under the Ricci flow. 
Theorem5.1 (classical Harnack inequality) let  U	 be a compact  Pdimensional 
Riemannian manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature .Let  be a positive solution of 
the heat equation  
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ZZ 
 PyC ´  ´ /
Then for any two points U8 8	 U9 9	 @   C /	 with 8 ´ 9 , we have  
8Y9U8 8	 ³ V 9Y9U9 9	
Where v 
 ??	KMK  and ¶  ¶ 	 denotes the distance in  U	 . 
Proof introduce 
 U , then  ZZ 
 P % ÐÐ9
In fact , using the expression  
 P 8W Z[2°UU^lZl4 for the Laplacian, we have  
 
 P p°U Z^ 2°UU^lZl4 
 P p°U Z^ r°UU^l Zl s
 P p°U Z^ 2°UU^lZl4 p P p°U 2°UU^lZl4 PZ^ 9 
  % U^l Zl Z^  
  % U^lZlZ^  
  % ÐÐ9
Derivating respect of t in the definition of , we get 
\X\K 
 8( \(\K 
 P Y((        NÊtu¾t4t \(\K 
 P2O
                          
 P % ÐÐ9
Next define  
 \X\K P ÐÐ9 
 P . 
So we have  ZZ 
 ª % ÐÐ9
Now we recall Boehner’s formula  
Boehner’s formula: for any smooth function on  U	, we have  
PpdÐUtÐ9 
 Ð9Ð9 P wUt Uty	x % 5Ut Ut	¶
And using Bochner’s  formula, let us compute  
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ZªZ 
 ZZ Py	 
 PyrZZs 
 Pyª P yÐÐ9	
 Pyª P dwUty	 Utx % dÐ9Ð9 % d5Ut Ut	
                   
 Pyª % dwUtª Utx % dÐ9Ð9 % d5Ut Ut	
By hypothesis, we have Ut Ut	  C . in order to find a lower bound for \Z\K
we are going to use the well known inequality between the square of the norm and the 
trace of a symmetric tensor : 
Ð9Ð9  p 9	9 
 p Py	9 
 pª9
By this remarks together with Ð9Ð  C we get  
\Z\K  Pyª % dwUt Utªx % 9Y ª9   (5.2) 
by applying the scalar maximum principle , 
scalar maximum principle: let M be a compact manifold, and let UK a 1- parametric 
family of smooth metrics on M depending smoothly on t. let $K be a family of smooth 
vector fields on M depending smoothly on t. Let us consider the partial differential 
inequations 
\(©\K  Py©K % wUtKK $x % DK                           (1) 
And the associated ordinary differential equation 
\ËK	\K 
 D¢C	 
 LG	 G @        (2) 
Then F	  	 for every t in an interval aC /b where there is a solution of (1) 
and(2). 
So by the scalar maximum principle, we obtain the following inequality from () ªG 	  ª6[Y	  	               (5.3) 
Where 	 is the solution of the ODE 
\¹\K 
 9Y 9¢C	 
 ª6[YC	     (5.4) 
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Since M is compact, y 
 C , then, if  is not constant at the start,ª 
 Py must be 
negative at some point at the start , then ªC	 
 ª6[YC	 ´ C . From (5.3) and (5.4) 
we obtain  
	  P Y9KM [²	  P Y9K  and ª  P Y9K
By of Hopf –Rinow theorem, because  is compact manifold, it is also complete. So it 
follows that there exists a minimal geodesic jointing any pair of points in the manifold 
.Hence we can take a minimal geodesic parameterized by time  joining U8 and U9, that 
is  a8 9b ! ,such that 8	 
 U8 , 9	 
 U9 and U8 U9	 
 2ÐaKKb4 . 
Denoting [  [	 the component functions of the geodesic, we compute (using the 
chain rule) 
 	 	 
 ZZ 	 	 % ZZG[ [	 
 ZZ 	 	 % 2¸	4
 ZZ 	 	 % wUt ¸	x  P d % ÐÐ9 % wUt ¸	x P d % ÐÐ9 P ÐwUt ¸	xÐ
                            P Y9K % ÐÐ9 P ÐUtÐÐ¸	Ð                   (By Cauchy –Schwarz) 
                             
 P Y9K % NÐÐ P 89 \K\O9 P 8 \K\9  P Y9K P 8 \K\9
Integrating along the geodesic and using the fundamental theorem of calculus. 
9	 9	 P 8	 8	 
  KK 	 	  P d
K
K  P p} ]]
9K
K 

 Pd  r98s P p} ]]9KK 
So we have 
U8 U9	 
 2ÐaKKb4 
  ]]KK 
 ]] 9 P 8	 ¯ ]] 
 U8 U9	9 P 8
(Because all Riemannian geodesics are constant speed curves) 
In conclusion, we get  
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 ]]9 KK 
  U8 U9	
99 P 8	9  
KK U8 U9	
99 P 8	9   
KK U8 U9	
99 P 8 
 v
So we reach  
9	 9	 P 8	 8	  Pd  r98s P v}
and the definition of L given at the beginning of the proof yields have  (K	K	(K	K	 MY9  NKKO P V  , and, taking exponentials, 
U9 9	U8 8	  r98s
MY9 MV
So proof is complete. 
We have seen that in the Ricci flow the curvature tensor satisfies a nonlinear heat 
equation, and no-negatively of the curvature operator is preserved by the Ricci flow. 
Roughly speaking, the Li-Yau-Hamilton estimate say the non-negativity of a certain 
combination of the derivatives of the curvature up to second order is also preserved by 
the Ricci flow.   
We start Li-Yau’s gradient estimate for the linear heat equation  
Theorem5.2: let  U	 be a compact Riemannian manifold. Assume that on the 
ballÊCd5	,5	  Pß. Then for any ¤ p , we have that 
^78_L9±	 NÐ/Ð/ P  /©/ O ³ Q± N QQM8 % Wß5O % YQl9QM8	 % YQ9K     (5.5) 
Remark (see[22])if  U	 has non-negative Ricci, letting 5 ! %µ in (5.5) gives the 
clean estimate (a Hamilton Jacobi inequality): 
Ð/Ð/ P /©/ ³ Y9K    (5.6) 
This estimate is sharp in the sense that the equality satisfied for some GL L	 implies 
that  U	 is isometric to 5Y.it can also be easily checked that if  is the fundamental 
solution on5Y given by the formula 8`K	 GW NP ÐFÐK Othen the equality holds in 
(5.6).Because if we set G 	 
 }¥	 GW NP ÐFÐK O by differentiating the function 
,we get 
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Ô 
 P Fk9K or Ô % ^ 
 C,   (5.7) 
where ^ 
 Fk9K 
 P a//    
Differentiating (5.7) we get 
'['^  %'[^ % /9K Â[^ 
 C       (5.8) 
To make the expression in (5.8) symmetric in i,j , we multiply [ to (5.7) and add to 
(5.8) and obtain  
'['^  %'[^ % '^ [ % [^ % /9K Â[^ 
 C    (5.9) 
Taking the trace in (5.9) and using the equation\/\K 
 y, we arrive at  ZZ % d¶  % ÐÐ9 % d  
 C
Now if we take the optimal vector field  
 P //  ,we recover the equality  ZZ P ÐÐ9 % d  
 C
Hamilton obtained the following Li-Yau estimate for scalar curvature 5G 	.
Recall that under the Ricci flow on a Riemann surface the scalar curvature satisfies the 
following heat type equation 
r ZZ P ys5 
 59
By the maximum principle , the positive of the curvature is preserved by the Ricci flow , 
Hamilton considered the quantity ª 
 \\K U5 P ÐU5Ð9and computed  ZZ rª % ps  yrª % ps % dU5¶  rª % ps % rª P ps rª % ps
From the maximum principle, it follows. 
Theorem5.3 (Hamilton[33]) let U[^G 	be a complete solution to the Ricci flow with 
bounded curvature on a surface  . Assume the scalar curvature of the initial metric is 
positive . Then  
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Z5Z P Ð5Ð95 % 5  C
In n-dimensions, we have the following generalization of Hamilton’s differential 
Harnack estimate for surfaces  
Theorem5.4 (Hamilton 1993-matrix Harnack for the Ricci flow [33]) if 2Y U	4 is a 
solution to the Ricci flow with non-negative curvature operator, so 5[^lqh[^hlq  C for 
all 2-forms, and either 2Y U	4 is compact or complete non-compact with bounded 
curvature, Then for any 1-form ~ @ STb8c	 and 2-form h @ ST9c	 we have 
[^~[~^ % dV[^hV[~^ % 5V[^£hV[h£^  C
Here the 3-tensor  is defined by 
l[^ c 'l5[^ P '[5l^
And the symmetric two tensor M is defined by  
[^ c y5[^ P pd['^ 5 % d5l[^q5lq P 5[V5V^ % pd 5[^
We call this Hamilton’s matrix Harnack estimate for Ricci flow. 
Consequently For any one-formB[ , we have  Z5Z % 5 % d'[5¶ B[ % d5[^B[B^  C
Because by taking h[^ 
 89 2B[~^ P B^~[4and tracing over ~[ we immediately get it 
(where B[ 
 '[  for some function.) 
Remark in particular by taking B  C we see that the function 5G 	 is point wise 
non-decreasing in time   
Theorem5.5 (Li-Yau Hamilton for the conjugate heat equation[35]): assume that 2 U	4 is a solution to Ricci flow on  aC /b. Note we consider the conjugate heat 
equation  
N \\§ P y % 5OG 	 
 C    (7.10) 
Here 
 / P  . This equation is the adjoint of the heat equation N \\K P yO  
 C, then we 
have  
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d§ % ÐÐ9 P 5 % & ³ C
A fundamental application of the linear trace Harnack estimate is the following 
classification of eternal solutions. That is the important application of Hamilton’s 
inequality. 
Theorem5.6 if 29 U	4, @ Pµµ	, is a complete solution to the Ricci flow with 
positive curvature and such that ^78 MTT	 5 is attained at some point in space and 
time , Then 29 U	4 is a gradient Ricci Soliton . By the classification theorem ,it 
must be the cigar soliton 
Proof one can compute that  
\\K ª 
 yª % dwU5 ªx % d \U5 % 895U\9   (7.11) 
Hence \\K ª  yª % wU5 ªx % ª9,where we applied the inequality t[^9 8Y t	9 to  t 
 U5 % 895U with  
 d. Now we used our assumption that the 
solution exists on all of Pµ%µ	 . in particular ,for any  @ 5, the solution exists on 
the interval  %µ	. Since the solution PDE 4 
 49
With HIJK!Q 4	 
 µ is 	 
 P 8KMQ , the maximum principle says  
d 
 U5 % 5  P p P 
For all ¤  . Hence , on all of 9  Pµ%µ	, by taking  ! Pµ, we get  
U5 % 5  C
By our hypothesis ,there’s a point  GL L	 @ 9  Pµ%µ	, such that 5GL L	 
^78 MT*T	 5.
At GL L	 we have  
\±\K 
 Cand Ð5Ð 
 C
And hence GL L	 
 C . Since ª  C ,applying the strong maximum principle to(7.11) 
we see that  
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U5 % 5 
 ª  C
Plugging this back into (7.11), we get  
U5 % pd5U  C
On 9  Pµ%µ	 . This says that U	 is a gradient Ricci soliton following along U5 : ZUZ 
 P5U 
 dU5
As a last theorem we extend it for each   p.
Theorem5.7(see[33],[22] ) 
If 2Y U	4, @ Pµµ	, is a complete solution to the Ricci flow with non-negative 
curvature operator ,positive Ricci curvature and such that ^78 MTe	 5 is attained 
at some point in space and time , Then 2Y U	4 is a steady gradient Ricci Soliton. 
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
Chapter6
Two functionals fgh# of Perelman 
In this chapter, we introduce two functionals of Perelman  and , and discuss their 
relations with the Ricci flow. The functional  can be found in the literature on the 
String Theory, where it describes the flow energy effective action. It was not known 
whether the Ricci flow is a gradient flow until Perlman showed that the Ricci flow is, in 
a certain sense, the gradient flow of the functional. In the theory of dynamical 
systems we can take the two functionals  and  as a Lyapunov type. 
 
The Pfunctional
 
Let $denote the space of smooth Riemannian metrics U on . We think of $ formally 
as an infinite-dimensional manifold. Also  is closed manifold and the tangent space / consists of the symmetric covariant 2-tensors[^ on .  is a function  .  ! 5 
.Let denote the Riemannian volume density associated to a metric U. The functional  .$  S	 ! 5 is given by  
U 	 
  5 % Ð'Ð9	M(B  
Given [^ @ / and  
 Â.The evaluation of the differential on i[^ 	 is written tÂi[^ 	¶ put 
 U[^[^. 
Theorem6.1(Perelman) we have  Â2i[^ 4 
  M( nP[^25[^ % '['^ 4 % NE9 P O dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5	o B   (6.1) 
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 Proof first we prove Â5 
 P2 % '['^ [^ P 5[^[^ .In any normal coordinates at a 
fixed point, we have  
Â5[^qË 
 ZZG[ 2Â^qË4 P ZZG^ 2Â[qË4

 ZZG[ ÌpdUË62'^ q6 % 'q^ 6 P '6^ q4Í
P ZZG^ ÌpdUË6'[q6 % 'q[6 P '6[q	Í 
 
Â5^ q 
 ZZG[ ÌpdU[62'^ q6 % 'q^ 6 P '6^ q4Í P ZZG^ Ìpd U[6'[q6 % 'q[6 P '6[q	Í 
           
 89 \\F] Î'^ q[ % 'q^[ P '[^ qÏ P 89 \\Fk a'qb 
Therefore  Â5 
 Â2U[q5^ q4 
 P^ q5^ q % U^qÂ5^ q

 P^ q5^ q % pd ZZG[ Î'qq[ % 'q[q P '[Ï P pd ZZG^ Î'^Ï
 P^ q5^ q % '['q[q P y 
As Ð'Ð9 
 U[^'['^  
We have ÂÐ'Ð9 
 P[^'['^  % dw' 'x, as B 
 °U	G8 XGY , we have ÂB	 
 E9 B ,so  ÂM(B	 
 NE9 P O M(B  (6.2) 
Putting this together gives  Â 
  M( nPy % '['^ [^ P 5[^[^ P [^'['^  % dw' 'x % 5 % Ð'Ð9	 NE9 P4o B                                                                                (6.3) 
The goal now is to rewrite the right-hand side of (6.3) so that [^ and  appear 
algebraically, i.e. without derivatives .as  yM( 
 Ð'Ð9 P y	M( 
We have 
 M(aPybB 
 P yM(	B 
  M(y P Ð'Ð9	B  
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Next  
 M('['^ [^B 
  2'['^ M(4 [^B

 P '[2M('^ 4[^B 
  M(2'['^  P '['^ 4[^B  
Finally  
d M(w' 'x B 
 Pd w'M( 'x B

 d yM(	B 
 d M(Ð'Ð9 P y	B  
Then  
Â 
  M( nNd P O dy P dÐ'Ð9	 P [^25[^ % '['^ 4 % Nd P O 5 % Ð'Ð9	o B 

  M( nP[^25[^ % '['^ 4 % Nd P O dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5	o B  
So proof is complete. 
Remark 6.1(see [38-39]) notice that 
1)  the functional  is invariant under diffeomorphism i.e.D0U D	 
  U D	 
for any diffeomorphisms D  
2) Also for any  ¤ C and b, 9U  % u	 
 YM9MI U 	. 
Example (fundamental important example) let  U	 be Euclidean space  
 5Yand 
let  
 G	 
 ÐGÐ9}/ % d U}¥/ 
 PU G}¥/	MY9 MÐFÐ H 
Where & 
 L P  notice that M(G is the Gaussian measure, which solves the 
backward heat equation .If  ´ L .This choice of U and  satisfy the equations  ZUZ 
 Pd5U	 ZZ 
 Py P 5 % Ð'Ð9 
We can check 
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ZZ 
 ZZ GÐGÐ9}/ % d U}¥/H 
 ÐGÐ9}/9 P d/ 
And  
' 
 Gd/ 
So Ð'Ð9 
 ÐFÐ and y 
 Y9. 
Also because we know  ÐjÐjk± B 
 }¥/	 . By differentiating with respect to & gives  
 ÐFÐ ÐjÐjk± B 
 }¥/	 Y9. 
So  
 Ð'Ð9M( 
± d/ 
Then 	 
 Y9 
 Y9K²MK	.In particular, this is non-decreasing as a function of  @aC L	. 
Theorem6.2 let U[^ and 	 evolve according to the coupled flow  ZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ ZZ 
 Py P 5 % Ð'Ð9 
Then  M(B  is constant. 
Proof by the chain rule we have  ZZ B 
 ZZ ÇU[^G8 È G9 È XÈ GY 

 pd°U[^ U[^2Pd5[^4UG8 È G9 È XÈ GY 
 P5B 
Because we have K » 
 »M8	[^ N-]kK O » 
Hence   M(B	 
 M( rPZZ P 5sB 
 y P Ð'Ð9	M(B 
 PyM(	B 
Because yM(	 
 Ð'Ð9 P y	M(. 
So it then follows that  
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 M(B 
 P yM(	B  
Because  is closed manifold according to divergence theorem  
 yM(	B 
 C 
So this finishes the proof of the theorem. 
we would like to get rid of the NE9 P O dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5	 term in (6.1) . we can do this 
by restricting our variations so thatE9 P  
 C .From (6.2),this amounts to assuming 
that assumingM(B is fixed. We now fix a smooth measureon  and relate f to U 
by requiring thatM(B 
  . Equivalently, we define a section  . $ ! $  S	 
by U	 
 rU  N6Os. Then the composition  6 
  is a function on $ and its 
deferential is given by 
 62[^4 
  M(ÎP[^25[^ % '['^ 4ÏB   (6.4) 
Defining a formal Riemannian metric on $ by  
w[^ [^x 
 pd [^[^  
The gradient flow of 6on $ is given by  \\K U[^ 
 Pd25[^ % '['^ 4    (6.5) 
The induced flow equation for  is  ZZ 
 pdU[^ ZZ U[^ 
 Py P 5 
As with any gradient flow, the function 6 is non-decreasing along the flow line with 
its derivative being given by the length squared of the gradient, i.e.  ZZ 6 
 d 5[^ % '['^ 9  
We can check that if U[^	 and 	 evolve according to the coupled flow  
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º\]k\K 
 Pd5[^\(\K 
 Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5   (6.7) 
Then K 2U[^	 	4 
 d 5[^ % '['^ 9M( B.Now we prove that to obtaining a 
solution of (6.5)and (6.6) is to show that it is some how equivalent to the decoupled 
system of (6.7). 
Proposition6.1(see [39]) defining Ul	 
 #	vK0U		,we have \l\K 
 # 	vK0U	 % #	vK0 N\\KO % #	vK0¨)U	       (6.9) 
Also for some function ! 5, we then have  ¨m(	U 
 d3	 
Theorem6.3 the solutions of (6.5) and (6.6) may be generated by pulling back solutions 
of (6.7) by an appropriate time-dependent diffeomorphism. 
Proof By previous proposition we know ¨)U 
 Pd3	 where $	 
 P'.We fix #	  p. Now we define Ul	 by (6.8), it will evolve, by (6.9),according to  
ZUlZ 
 vK0	ÎPd5U	 P d3	Ï 
Where 3	 is the Hessian of  with respect to the metric U .Keeping in mind that vK  Ul	 !  U	 is an isometry, we may then write n c vK to give  ZUlZ 
 Pd25Ul	 % 3ln	4 
The evolution of n is then found by the chain rule  ZnZ G 	 
 ZZ vKG	 	 % $	vKG	 	 
                                                      
 Î2Py % Ð'Ð9 P 54 P Ð'Ð9ÏvKG	 	 
                                                      
 ÎPyln P 5lÏG 	 
(Here we have used of this fact that¨m( 
 Ð'Ð9)  
Thus we have a solution to  ZnZ 
 Pyln P 5l 
We would like to use this to develop a controlled quantity for Ricci flow, but we need to 
eliminate. This can be accomplished by taking an infimum, defining  
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 U	 
 ( og8á  U 	 
Lemma6.1(see[39]) let U[^	t	 evolve according to the coupled flow  
pZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ZZ 
 Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5  
Then 2U[^	 	4 is non-decreasing in time and monotonicity is strict unless we are 
on a steady gradient solution. 
Proof according to previous computations we can show that  ZZ 2U[^	 	4 
 d 5[^ % '['^ 9M( B 
So proof is complete. 
So by previous lemma we obtain   NU[^	O ³ 2U[^	 	4 ³ 2U[^L	 L	4 
  NU[^L	O  (6.10) 
For  ´ L and  M(B 
 p . 
Definition6.1 a steady breather is a Ricci flow solution on an interval a8 9bthat 
satisfies the equation U9	 
 D0U8	 for some D @ 	. 
Now we show that a steady breather on a compact manifold is a gradient steady soliton. 
 
Theorem6.4 (Perelman[39]) a steady breather is a gradient steady soliton. 
Proof .We have 2U9	4 
 D0U8		 
 2U8	4.Because  is invariant under 
diffeomorphism. So by (6.10),U	 		 must be constant in .From ZZ 2U[^	 	4 
 d 5[^ % '['^ 9M( B 
We conclude, 5[^ % '['^  
 C .Then 5 % 2 
 C and so the system  
pZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ZZ 
 Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5  
Change to  
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ZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ ZZ 
 Ð'Ð9 
This is a gradient expanding soliton. 
Lemma 6.2(see [38-39])we have ZZ  d 9	 
Definition6.2 an expanding breather is a Ricci flow solution on an interval a8 9bthat 
satisfies the equation U9	 
 D0U8	 for some  ¤ pand D @ 	. 
Proposition6.2 an expanding breather is a gradient expanding solution. 
Lemma6.3 (see [43]) U	 is finite 
Lemma 6.4(see [43]) U	 is the least number for which one has the inequality 
 }Ð'Ð9 % 5ÐÐ9B   U	 ÐÐ9B  
For all  in the sobolev space 38	.(note 55É 
  2Ð'Ð9 % 94Bfor S8functions) 
 
The # P Functional 
 
we know that the metricU[^	 evolving by Ricci flow is called a breather, if for 
some8 ´ 9and  ¤ C the metricsU[^8	and U[^9	 differ only by 0 
diffeomorphism; the cases  
 p  ´ p  ¤ p correspond to steady, shrinking and 
expanding breathers, respectively. 
In order to handle the shrinking case when  U	 ¤ C we need to replace our 
functional  by its generalization, which contains explicit insertions of the scale 
parameter, to be denoted by &. Thus consider the functional. 
2U[^  &4 
  a&Ð'Ð9 % 5	 %  P b}¥&	MY9 M(B 
Restricted to  satisfying  
 }¥&	MY9 M(B 
 p 
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& ¤ C. Where U[^is a Riemannian metric,  is a smooth function on  and& is a 
positive scale parameter. Also for any positive number t and any diffeomorphism   2t0U[^ 0 t&4 
 2U[^  &4. 
 
Now we start with first variation for . 
Theorem6.5 (Perelman)assume thatÂU[^ 
 [^ and Â 
 . Put # 
 Â& then we have  
 Â2[^  #4 
  n#5 % Ð'Ð9	 P &[^25[^ % '['^ 4 %  % a&dy P Ð'Ð9 %5	 %  P b NE9 P  P Yq9§Oo }¥&	 M(B 
Proof By \\K B 
 E9 B. We see Â N}¥&	MY9 M(BO 
 Nd P  P #d&O }¥&	MY9 M(B 
But we know  
Â2i[^ 4 
  M( nP[^25[^ % '['^ 4 % Nd P O dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5	o B  
We obtain 
Â 
  n#5 % Ð'Ð9	 % & Nd P O dy P dÐ'Ð9	 P &[^25[^ % '['^ 4 %  % a&5%Ð'Ð9	 %  P b Nd P  P #d&Oo }¥&	MY9 M(B 
But we know  yM( 
 Ð'Ð9 P y	M( 
Therefore  Â2[^  #4

  n#5 % Ð'Ð9	 P &[^25[^ % '['^ 4 % % a&dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5	 %  P b Nd P  P #d&Oo }¥&	MY9 M(B 
So proof is complete. 
Definition6.3 the arguments U  and & are called compatible if  
 M(}¥&	Y9 B 
 p  
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Lemma6.5(see[39]) under the transformation U  &	 ! &M8U  p	compatibility is 
preserved, as is the functional  : U  &	 
 &M8U  p	 
Note that on 5Y, the Gaussian measure  is defined in terms of the lebesgue measure G by  
 
 d¥	MY9 MÐFÐ9 G 
The normalization being chosen so that  
  
 p±  
Lemma 6.6(see [42])(L.Gross) If  5Y ! 5 is, say, smooth and satisfies ,Ð'Ð @9	then  
 9ÐÐ ³  Ð'Ð9 % 9   989 
so if we choose  so that  9 
 p,then inequality becomes 
 9ÐÐ ³  Ð'Ð9 
That called log-sobolev inequality. 
Theorem6.6(see[39]) (Perelman) Let U denote the flat metric on 5Y.if  and & are 
compatible with U, then  U  &	  C 
Proof let  5Y ! 5 be compatible with U and &, which in this situation means that  
 M(}¥&	Y9 G 
 p±  
If we set & 
 89 we obtain  o9`	 G 
 p±  .If we define 
 ÐjÐj Mo,we have  
9 
 ÐFÐ9 M(d¥	MY9 MÐFÐ9 G 
 d¥	MY9 M(G 
So 9G 
 p± . Therefore, by the log-sobolev inequality we obtain,  9ÐÐ ³ Ð'Ð9. 
By computing the left-hand side and right hand side of this inequality we get 
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 9ÐÐ 
  ÐFÐ9 M( ÐGÐ9} P d d¥	MY9 MÐFÐ9 G 
 

  ÐGÐ9} P d M(d¥	Y9 G 
Also  
 NF9 P (9 O ÐjÐj Mo . 
Which gives us  
ÐÐ9 
 ÐGÐ9} P G¶ d % ÐÐ9}  ÐFÐ9 M( 
therefore  
Ð'Ð9 
 ÐGÐ9} P G¶ 'd % Ð'Ð9}  M(d¥	Y9 G 
the Ut P u¾ P Wt formula gives us  
P G¶ 'd M(d¥	Y9 G 
 pd G¶ M(	 Gd¥	Y9 
But we can compute that '¶ G 
  so  
P G¶ 'd M(d¥	Y9 G 
 Pd  
M(
d¥	Y9 G 
So  
 ÐÐ9 
  ÐGÐ9} P d % Ð'Ð9}  M(d¥	Y9 G 
And the log-sobolev inequality gives us 
 ÐGÐ9} P d M(d¥	Y9 G ³  ÐGÐ
9} P d % Ð'Ð9}  M(d¥	Y9 G 
So  
rU  pds 
  Ìpd Ð'Ð9 %  P Í M(d¥	Y9 G  C 
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by the scale invariance U  &	 
  N 89§ U  89O and because 5Y U	 is preserved 
under the homothetic scaling ,we conclude U  &	  C 
and proof will be complete. 
Remark 6.2(see[38]) to easily we can check that for any ,&compatible with U 
,U  &	 
 C if and only if G	  F§ . 
We have a analogous theorem for,like .We see that ,is increasing under the 
Ricci flow when  and & are made to evolve appropriately. 
Theorem6.7 (Perelman) if U[^	,	and &	evolve according to the system 
ùú
ûú
üZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ZZ 
 Py % ÐÐ9 P 5 % d&Z&Z 
 Pp
 
Then we have the identity 2U[^	 	 &	4 
  d & ]5[^ % '['^  P pd& U[^]9 }¥&	MY9 M(B 
and  }¥&	 M(B  is constant .In Particular .in particular2U[^	 	 &	4 is 
non-decreasing in time and monotonicity is strict unless we are on a shrinking gradient 
soliton. 
Now we give an example of a gradient shrinking soliton . 
Example consider 5Y with the flat metric, constant in time  @ Pµ C	 and let & 
 P 
and & G	 
 F§. 
proof because & G	 
 F§ so we get M( 
 Mjjr  . To easily we can 
checkU	 	 &		 satisfies the following system 
ùú
ûú
üZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ZZ 
 Py % ÐÐ9 P 5 % d&Z&Z 
 Pp
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and  }¥&	 M(B 
 p  
now &ÐÐ9 % 5	 %  P  
 & ÐFÐ§ % ÐFÐ§ P  
 ÐFÐ9§ P  
so it follows from of this fact that we have  
 MÐFÐ§ B 
 }¥&	Y9±  
and 
 MÐFÐ§ ÐGÐ9}&9 B 
 }¥&	Y9 d& 
Therefore 	 
 C for all .So proof is complete. 
Remark6.3 now if U is the Euclidean metric and we let  
 }¥&	 M(, we see that  
U 
 Pd U}¥&	 P  ÐÐ9 
 }¥&	MYÐÐ9M9( 
So                                                ÐÐ9 
 Ð/Ð/   
Therefore  
U  &	 
  G& ÐÐ99 P UHG P d U}¥&	 P  
but we know that   C so it implies a log-sobolev inequality  
 Ð/Ð/ G   UG % Y9 }¥&	 % 
If we set D9 
  
}& ÐDÐ9G  p&  D9UD9G % d U}¥&	 %  
For the general case, we have  U  &	 
  n& N5 % Ð/Ð/ O P Uo B P Y9 U}¥&	 P    (6.11) 
one can show that   U  &	  P U &	 
so according to (6.11)we get  &  5D9B %&  }ÐDÐ9B  P %  D9UD9B % Y9 U}¥&	 %    (6.12) 
Definition6.4 we set 
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2U[^ &4 
  s2U[^  &4  @ ST	 p}¥&	Y9  M(B 
 p t 
Which according to (6.12) is the best possible constantP. 
Remark 6.4(see [38])  is finite. 
Definition6.5 a shrinking breather is a Ricci flow solution on a8 9bthat satisfies U9	 
 D0U8	 for some  ´ p andD @ 	. 
Definition6.6 a shrinking soliton lives on a time interval Pµ C	.a gradient shrinking 
soliton satisfies the equations  ZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ 
 d'['^  % U[^  ZZ 
 ÐÐ9 
Remark 6.5(see [39])one can show that for any time  ³ L we have   U	 &		 ³  U	 	 &		 ³  UL	 &L		   (6.13) 
Theorem6.8 A shrinking breather is a gradient shrinking soliton. 
Proof put L 
 KMK8M  .Then if &8 
 L P 8and&9 
 L P 9 , we get &9 
 &8.Therefore 
because the functional  is invariant under simultaneous scaling of & and U[^ are 
invariant under diffeomorphism, so  
U9	 &9	 
  r&9&8 D0U8	 &9s 
 D0U8	 &8	 
 U8	 &8	 
so by (6.13) and this fact that  2U[^	 	 &	4 
  d & ]5[^ % '['^  P pd& U[^]9 }¥&	MY9 M(B 
it follows that the solution is a gradient shrinking soliton . 
Remark6.6(see [43]):2U[^	 & P 4 is non-decreasing along the Ricci flow . 
Proposition6.3(see[43]) U &	 is negative for small & ¤ C and tends to zero as & ! C. 
RecentdevelopmentsonPerelman’sfunctionalfgh#
 
Definition6.7 in [36] Jun-Fang Li introduced the following  Pfunctional, 
lU 	 
  ß5 % ÐÐ9	M(  
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Where ß  p.whenß 
 p, this is the  Pfunctional. 
The following theorem is analogous result, like,. 
Theorem6.9 (see[36])suppose the Ricci flow of U	 exists for aC /	, then all the 
functional lU 	 will be monotone under the following coupled system, i.e. 
pZU[^Z 
 Pd5[^ZZ 
 Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5   l2U[^ 4 
 dß P p	 Ð5Ð9M( % d 5[^ % '['^ 9M(  C 
define lU	 
 lU 	, where infimum is taken over all smooth , satisfying  M( 
 p .and we assume8U	 
 U	. 
Theorem6.10(see [36]and[46]) U	 is the lowest eigenvalue of the parameter P}y %5 and the non-decreasing of the  functional implies the non-decreasing of U	. as an 
application ,Perelman was able to show that there is no non-trivial steady or expanding 
Ricci breathers on closed manifolds. 
Theorem6.11(see[46]) on a compact Riemannian manifold  U		 where U	 
satisfies the Ricci flow equation for  @ aC /	 the lowest eigenvalue l of the 
operatorP}2 % ß5 is non-decreasing under the Ricci flow. The monotonicity is strict 
unless the metric is Ricci-flat. 
X. D. Cao considered the eigenvalues of the operator 
 
P2 % 5d 
On manifolds with nonnegative cuvvature operator. He showed that the eigenvalues of 
these manifolds are non-decreasing along the Ricci flow. 
 
Corollary  On a compact Riemannian manifold, the lowest eigenvalues of the operator P2 % ±9are non-decreasing under the Ricci flow . 
proof let ß 
 d, then 8 9 is the lowest eigenvalue of P2 % ±9 and the result will follows. 
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Theorem6.12 (see [46])LetU	  @ aC /	, be a solution to the Ricci flow on a closed 
Riemannian manifold Y.Assume that there is a S8-family of smooth functions 	 ¤C, which satisfy 
 
		 
 PyK		 % pd5K		 
 9	K	 
 p 
Where 	 is a function of  only .Then  
d  	 
 } 5[^[^  % d Ð5Ð99  

  5[^ % '['^ 9M¹ %  Ð5Ð9M¹   C 
Entropyfunctionalfordiffusionoperator
Let  U	 be a compact Riemannian manifold, D @ S9	.Let   
 y P D¶  
 MuB 
Let  
 
 M(}¥	69  
be a positive solution of  ZK P 	 
 C 
Inspired by the work of Perelman and Ni, we have the following results. 
 
Theorem 6.13(X.-D. Li 2006) let  
 
36 	 
  U P Nd U}¥	 % dO  
 	 
  ÐÐ9 %  P 	 M(}¥	69   
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Then 
  36 	 
 P NU % dO   
 
 	 
  236 	4 
Theorem6.14 (X.-D. Li) let u be a positive solution of the heat equation 
r ZZ P s 
 C 
Suppose that  
 
56Y	
 5 % '9D P 'D1'D P   C 
Then   	 
 Pd & r\'9 P Ud&\9  % 56Y	 	s 
P d P  & ND¶  %  P d& O9   
Corollary (X.-D.Li 2006) supposes that 56Y	  C then & ! &	is decreasing 
along the heat diffusionZ§ P 	 
 C. 
Perelmanfunctionalfgh#forextendRicciflowsystem
We consider a system of evolution equations such that the stationary points satisfy  5U	 
 d1 y 
 C 
to this end Bernhard list in [37]extended the Ricci flow to the system  
                                         \K	\K 
 Pd52U	4 % }1                              (6.14) 
                                             \/K	\K 
 yK		 
For a Riemannian metricU	, a function 	 and given initial data UC	 and C	¶ 
this is a quasilinear, weakly parabolic, coupled system of second order. Here   
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is the tensor Z[Z^ G[  G^ and the laplacian of a function  with respect to U is 
given by2 
 U[^Z[Z^  P [l^Zl	. 
 Definition6.8(see[37]) let & @ 5 be a positive real number. Then the entropy of a 
configuration U   &	 @$	  ST	  ST	  5*
is defined to be  
U   &	 c  a& % ÐÐ9	 %  P b }¥&	MY9 M(B 
Where  c 5 P dÐÐ9(So the evolution of the metric can then be written as \]k\K 
Pd[^) now we prove that is scaling invariant . 
Lemma6.7 (see[37])let  ¤ C be a constant and  be a diffeomorphism of .then the 
entropy is invariant under simultaneous scaling of U and &by  in the sense that U   &	 
 U   &	 
and invariant under diffeomorphisms 0U 0 0 &	 
 U   &	 
Proof the invariance under diffeomorphisms is clear .also we have  U   &	

  Î&25U	 P dU	[^Z[Z^  % U	[^Z[Z^ 4 % P Ï }¥&	MY9 M(°U	G

  a&M85 P dM8ÐÐ9 % M8ÐÐ9	 % P bMY9 }¥&	MY9 M(Y9B 
 U   &	 
 
Theorem6.15 (see[37])let  be a closed Riemannian manifold and assume that U   
and& satisfy on aC /	   the evolution equations  
                                                               ZKU 
 Pdå ZK 
 y 
                                                               ZK 
 Py % ÐÐ9 P  % Y9§ 
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                                                            ZK& 
 Pp 
( is the trace of symmetric tensor fieldå )  
then the following monotonicity formula holds: 
ZK	 
  d& ]å % '9 P pd& U]9 % }&Ð P 	Ð9   C  
Remark6.7(see[37]) the entropy  is non-decreasing and equality holds if and only if 
the solution is a homothetic shrinking gradient soliton. In this case U   &		satisfies at every @ aC /	. å % '9 P 89§ U 
 C and  P 	 
 C 
Theorem6.16(see[37]) if we varyalong the variation given by the following evolution 
equations 
                                                               ZKU 
 Pdå P d9 ZK 
 y P w x 
                                                               ZK 
 Py P  % Y9§ 
                                                            ZK& 
 Pp  
then we have  
 
ZKU   &		 
  d& ]å % '9 P pd& U]9 % }&Ðy P w xÐ9   C  
Definition 6.9(see[37])let U  &	 @$	  ST	  5* be a configuration .then 
we define  
 c U  &	 
 IAB(@vw	 xU   &	Ð }¥&	MY9 M(B 
 p y
We investigate the remaining case of shrinking breathers. 
 
Theorem6.17. (see[37])suppose U 		 is a solution to (6.14) on aC /	   where  
is closed. Fix a & @  aC /	 and define &	 .
 & P ¶then U  &		 is non-
decreasing in . If \\K 	 
 C the solution is a gradient shrinking soliton. 
Proposition6.4(see[37]) Let U 		be a shrinking breather on a closed manifold . 
Then it necessarily is a gradient shrinking soliton. 
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

Perelman’sFunctionalfgh#onRicciYangMillsflow
 
The Yang-Mills heat flow was first used by Atiyah (in [45])and Bott and simon 
Donaldson. Donaldson used it to give an analytic proof of a Theorem of Narasimhan 
and Seshadri. also Atiyah and Bott used the Yang-Mills heat flow to study the topology 
of minimal Yang Mills connections. The Yang-Mills heat flow is a gauge-theoretic heat 
flow; that is, it is a differential equation for a field on a principal fiber bundle. In the 
study of geometric evolution equations monotonic quantities have always played an 
important role. Here we give a Review of the Ricci Yang- Mills flow using energy 
functional, but as for Ricci flow the resulting equations are not a-priori gradient 
equations. In other words we would like to follow the ideas of Perelman in order to 
write the Ricci Yang-Mills flow as a gradient flow. We claim that our coupled system is 
the gradient flow of some functional U t 	 analogous to that of Perelman. 
 
 For definition of the Ricci Yang-Mills flow at first, we recall the h	 Pvector bundle.  
 
Let G be a unitary group h	  ë 5	  ëd 5	, a ë Pvector bundle is a 
complex vector bundle of rank m together with Hermitian metric, a smooth function 
which assigns to each W @  a map 0 1V . V  V ! S
Which satisies the axioms 
1.  0¢1Vis complex linear in ¢ and conjugate linear in .
2. 0¢1V 
  0¢ 1V
3.   0¢1V  C, with equality holding only if  
 C
Definition6.10(see [44]) Let  be a hp	 Pbundle over a compact manifold. One can 
choose a metric on  such that the Ricci flow equations, with the additional hypothesis 
that size of the fiber remains fixed, yield the Ricci Yang-Mills flow: ZUZ 
 Pd5 % (9 
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 Z»Z 
 P-0(»	 
here “A” is a connection on  and 0is adjoint of the exterior derivative ¶ also ( is a 
two-form on  where (»	 
 -» that » denote the exterior covariant derivative. 
Recall that if G is a lie sub group of ë 5	a ë Pvector bundle is a rank m vector 
bundle whose transition functions take their values in ë.
Definition6.11(see [44]) Let  U	 be a Riemannian manifold and let  !  denote a 
principal  Pbundle ( is a lie group) over  with connection». In this section ' will 
always refer to the Levi-Civita connection of U. Consider the functional  
U » 	 
  r5 P p} Ð(Ð9 % ÐÐ9s M(B  
where 5 is the scalar curvature of the base metric,  @ ST	 and B denotes the 
volume form of U.  
We use the notationÂ to refer to the first variation at 0 of other quantities with respect 
to the parameter.  
Lemma6.8(see [44]) Let ÂU[^ 
 [^, Â»[ 
 [, Â 
 ,then Â  	

  M( ÌP[^ r5[^ P pd z[^ % '['^ s P ^20(^ P '[([^4% Nd P O rdy P ÐÐ9 % {P p} Ð|Ð9sÍ B 
where [^ 
 ([l(l^ 
Theorem6.18 (see [44])Given U	 »	 		 a solution to following system  
                                                   K U[^ 
 Pd5[^ % z[^ P d'['^  
                  K »[ 
 P0( % '[([^                                  (6.15) 
                                                     K  
 Py P 5 % 89 Ð(Ð9 
Then the functional  is monotonically increasing in . In particular  
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  
  d ]5[^ P pd z[^ % '['^ ]9 % 0( P '[([^9 M(B  C 
Definition6.12: (we define a metric on our configuration space to be 
wU8 »8	 U9 »9	x 
  2d»8 »9	 % dU8 U9	4M(B 
then the gradient flow of  becomes (6.15)  
 
Remark6.8(see[44]) under equations (6.15) we know K 2U	 »	 	4 C¶Equality is attained precisely when5[^ P 89([l(l^ % [^ 
 C and 0(^ P '[([^ 
 C 
i.e.  When U »	 is a steady gradient Ricci Yang-Mills soliton.  
Remark6.9 The solutions to equations (6.15) are equivalent to the system 
                                                           K U[^ 
 Pd5[^ % ([l(^ l 
                                               K »[ 
 P0([                                    (6.16) 
                                                             K  
 Py % ÐÐ9 P 5 % 89 Ð(Ð9 
corollary under equations (6,16)  2U	 »	 	4  C 
 
Proposition6.5 (see[44])there exists a unique minimizer  of U t 	 subject to the 
constraint 
 M(B 
 p 
Definition 6.13according to this proposition we can then define  
U »	 
  xU » 	  @ ST M(B 
 py 
Proposition6.6(see[44]) if U¶ 	 »¶ 		 is a solution to the Ricci Yang - Mills flow, then U	 »		 is non - decreasing in time.  
Remark6.10(see[44]) the minimum value of U »	is equal to8U »	, 
where8U »	is the smallest eigenvalue of the elliptic operator P}y % 5 P 8 Ð(Ð9. 
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Then the minimizer,L, of  satisfies the Euler - Lagrange equation  
U »	 
 dyL P ÐLÐ9 % 5 P p} Ð(Ð9 
Definition6.14 A solution U	 »		 to the Ricci Yang -Mills flow is called a breather 
if there exist times8 ´ 9, a constant, and a diffeomorphism ! such that  U9	 
 D0U8	,»9	 
 D0»8	  ¤ p  ´ pt 
 p correspond to U	 »		 being a expanding, shrinking or 
steady breather respectively. 
Theorem6.19(see[44]) let Y U	 »		be a solution to the Ricci Yang-Mills flow on 
a closed manifold. if there exist8 ´ 9 with U8	 »8		 
 U9	 »9		then U	 »		 is a steady gradient Ricci Yang-Mills soliton, which must have Ð(Ð9 
 C 
and be scalar flat.   
Definition 6.15(see[44])we define  
U »  &	 
  r& rÐÐ9 % 5 % p} Ð(Ð9s %  P s }¥&	MY9 M(B  
where & 
 / P  and U	 »		is a  solution to Ricci Yang - Mills flow which exists 
on a maximal time interval of the form aC /b where / ´ µ¶   
Theorem6.20(see[44]) let[^ 
 ÂU[^, Â»[ 
 [, Â 
  and Â& 
 #.Then Â   #	

  }¥&	MY9 M(B Ì# rÐÐ9 % 5 % p} Ð(Ð9sP &[^ r5[^ % pd z[^ % ÓÔs P &^20(^ P '[([^4 % 
% Ì& rdy P ÐÐ9 % 5 P p} Ð(Ð9s %  P Í Nd P  P #d&OÍ 
Remark 6.11(see[44]) Consider the following system of equations  
                                                           K U[^ 
 Pd N5[^ P 89 z[^ % ÓÔO  
                                                            K »[ 
 P0([ % '[([^ 
                                                             K  
 Py P 5 % 89 Ð(Ð9 % Y9§ 
                                                 K & 
 Pp 
for a solution to this system we have 
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 
  Gd& ]5[^ P pd& U[^ % ÓÔ]9 % &0(^ % '[([^9 % p} Ð(Ð9
P pd &ÐzÐ9Í }¥&	MY9 M( B 
Definition6.15(see[44]) let  U	 »		be a solution to RYM-flow which exists on a 
maximal time interval / ´¶  U	 »		is a low - energy solution if  HIJK!/ P 	 Ð(Ðv²©	9 
 C 
So according to this Definition we get the following corollary. 
Corollary(see[44]) let   U	 »		 be a low energy solution to RYM flow on aC /	then there exists L ´ / such that for all L ³  ´ /, we have    C 
Definition 6.16Given  U »	 at  @ 5 let  
U » &	 
 IAB( xU »  &	Ð }¥&	MY9 M(B 
 py 
Corollary (see[44])let  U	 »		be a low - energy solution to RYM flow 
onaC /	¶Then there exists L ´ / such that for all L ³  ´ / we have  àK  C. 
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Chapter 7 
Perelman Reduced volume and reduced length 
 
In this chapter we discuss Perelman’s notions of the ¨ Plength in the context of Ricci 
flows. This is a functional defined on paths in space –time parametrized by backward 
time, denoted &.The main purpose of this chapter is to use the Li-Yau-Perelman distance 
to define the perelman’s reduced volume, which was introduced by Perelman, and 
prove the monotonicity property of the reduced volume under the Ricci flow. The 
reduced distance, i.e. the  Pfunction. The  Pfunction is defined in terms of a natural 
curve energy along the Ricci flow ,which is analogous to the classical curve energy 
employed in the study of geodesics ,but involves the evolving metric .as well as the 
scalar curvature as a potential term. There are two applications of this theory of 
Perelman .We use the theory of ¨ Pgeodesics and the associated notion of reduced 
volume to establish non-collapsing results .The second application will be to } Pnon-
collapsed solutions of bounded non-negative curvature .A reader who wants to focus on 
the Poincare conjecture or the Geometrization conjecture could in principle start with 
Chapter 7. 
Perelman reduced distance   
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Definition7.1: suppose that either  is compact or U[^&	are complete and have 
uniformly bounded curvature .The ¨ Plength of a smooth space curve  a&8 &9b !  is 
defined by  
¨	 
  W&252&	4 % Ð&	Ð9	4&§§        (7.1) 
Where & 
 &	satisfying §K 
 Pp and the scalar curvature5&		 and the norm Ð&	Ð are evaluated using the metric at time  
 L P &. 
We consider an 1-parameter family of curvesÁ a&8 &9b !  parameterized by  @ PÙ Ù	 .Equivalently, We have a mapä &	 with  @ PÙ Ù	 and & @ a&8 &9b 
.Putting $ 
 \ä\§  and _ 
 \ä\Á  ,We have a$ _b 
 C .(Because ')_ P '+$ P a$ _b 
C).This implies that ')_ 
 '+$ . 
Writing Â+ as shorthand for Á\ÁgL,and restricting to the curve &	 
 äC &	 .we have Â+_	&	 
 _&	  and Â+$	&	 
 ')_	&	 .Set  
 W& one sees immediately with 
respect to the variable  . 
The ¨ P functional is  
¨	 
  89 \Á\9 % d952	4W§W§        (7.2) 
Remark7.2(¨ on Riemannian Products) suppose that we are given a Riemannian 
product solution NÑ8Y  Ñ9Y 8&	 % 9&	Oto the backward Ricci flow and a S8 PPath  
 <	 a&8 &9b ! Ñ8  Ñ9  so ¨Ë*Ë	 
 ¨Ë	 % ¨Ë<	. 
Example suppose that Ricci flow is a constant family of Euclidean metrics on 5Y  aC /b. Then we have 52&	4 
 C .So according to (7.2) we get  
¨	 
 pd W& ]&]9 §L & 
If we change 
 W& ,§ 
 89W§ Á ,& 
 d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¨	 
 pd  p}9 ]]9 dÁ

L 
 pd ]]
9 ÁL  
So we arrive to (7.2) formula. 
First variation formulae for ~Pgeodesics   
At first recall the classical variation formulae that give the first derivative of the metric 
function GL G	on a Riemannian manifold U	. 
Let  aCpb !  ranges over all S8 PCurves from GL to G ,and the Dirichlet energy 	of the curve is given by the formula  
	 
 pd Ð$Ð98L ¢$ 
 ZZ 
 
We know that the distance GL G	 on a Riemannian manifold  U	 can be defined by 
the energy-minimisation formula  
89 GL G	9 
 IAB 	    (7.3) 
Also if  aC b ! , C	 
 W, , 24 
 4 
e	Ð aC b !  C	 
 W  24 
 4f 
 9W 4	  
Lemma 7.1The first variation formula for Dirichlet energy 	is  
Á 	 
 w$ _xÐKgL8 P  w$ ,x8L    (7.4) 
Proof: consider K$ means K$ 
  $ and $ 
 \\Á  ,  
 \\K . 
Â	 
 Â pd w   x8L  
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                                         
 89 \\Á\ÁgL  w\\K  \\Kx8L    

 89  wÁ N\\KO  \\Kx % w\\K Á N\\KOx8L   

  wÁ rZZs  ZZx8L  
                                                    
  wK$  x8L   
With integration by parts we get  

 w$  xÐL8 P  w$K x8L  

 w$ _xÐL8 P  w$ ,x8L  
Remark7.3 if we fix the end points of  ,then the first term of the right hand side of (7.4) 
vanishes .If we consider arbitrary variations $ of  with fixed end points,we thus 
conclude that in order to be a minimiser for (7.3),that  must obey the geodesic flow 
equation  
'+_ 
 C 
Now we develop analogous variational formulae for ¨ Plength (reduced distance)on 
Ricci flow  
Theorem 7.1(Perelman [39]) the first variation formula for ¨ Plength is 
Â+¨	 
 dW&w$ _x§§ %  W& w_ 5 P d"$ P }5¶  $	 P 8§ $x &§§      (7.5) 
Where w¶  ¶ x denotes the inner product with respect to the metricU[^&	. 
Proof let $&	 
 &	,so according to (7.1) we obtain  
Â+¨	 
  W&,5 % dw"_ $x	&§§  
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  W&w5 _x % dw"_ $x	&§§  
Because \§\K 
 Pp so ]k§ 
 d5[^ ,using this fact we get  
w+)x§ 
 w')_ $x % w_ ')$x % d5_ $	    (7.6) 
Because we can break w+)x§  into two parts :first assumes that the metric is constant and 
the second deals with the variation with & of the metric .The first contribution is the 
usual formula  
w_ $x& 
 w')_ $x % w_ ')$x 
We show last term in equation (7.6) is that come from differentiating the metric with 
respect to& and Ricci flow equation we get 
w_ $x& 
 d5_ $	 
So we arrive to equality of (7.6) 
We continue the proof of (7.5) 
 W&w_ 5x % dw"_ $x	& 
§§  

  W& w_ 5x % dw_ $x& P dw_ "$x P }5_ $	 &§§  

 dW&w$ _x§§ %  W& w_ 5 P d"$ P }5$ ¶ 	 P p& $x &§§  
Lemma7.2 (Perelman) we consider a variation & 	with fixed endpoints, so that _&8	 
 _&9	 
 C.so from (7.5) the ¨ Pshortest geodesic & 	 for& @ a&8 &9b 
satisfies the following ¨ P geodesic equation  
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"$ P 89 5 % 89§ $ % d5$ ¶ 	 
 C   (7.7) 
This equation is called Euler-Lagrange Equation. 
Therefore we can say for any &9 ¤ &8 ¤ C ,there is always an ¨ Pgeodesic &	 for & @ a&8 &9b . 
Written with respect to the variable  
 W& the ¨ Pgeodesic equation becomes  
)P$P P d95 % }52$P ¶ 4 
 C 
Where $P 
 Á 
 d$  
Lemma7.3(Perelman) let  a&8 &9b ! be an¨ Pgeodesic. Then HIJ§!L W&$&	exists. 
Proof: multiplying the ¨ Pgeodesic equation (7.7) byW& , we get  
"2W&$4 
 W§9 5 P dW&5$ ¶ 	 On    a&8 &9b 
or equivalently  
     § 2W&$4 
 W§9 '5 P d52W&$ ¶ 4 On        a&8 &9b 
Thus if a continuous curve ,defined on a&8 &9b ,satisfies the ¨ Pgeodesic equation on 
every subinterval C ´ &8 ³ & ³ &9 ,then W&8$&8	has a limit as &8 ! C*. 
Remark7.4 for a fixed W @ ,by taking &8 
 C and C	 
 W ,the vector  
 HIJ§!L W&$&	is well-defined in /{ .The¨ P exponential map ¨GW§ /{ !  
sends  to &	. 
Note that for any vector  @ /{  ,we can find an ¨ Pgeodesic &	with HIJ§!LE W&&	 
 . 
Now we give an Estimate for speed of ¨ Pgeodesics  
Theorem(see[38])7.2: letY U&		,& @ aC /b,be a solution to the backward Ricci flow 
with bounded sectional curvature and tGÐ5Ð Ð5Ð ³ SL ´  on   aC /b.There 
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exists a constant S	 ´  depending only on  such that given C ³ &8 ³ &9 ´ /,if  a&8 &9b ! is an ¨ Pgeodesic with  
HIJ§!§ W& & &	 
  @ /§	 
Then for any @ a&8 &9b , 
& ]& &	]§	9 ³ v²ÐÐ9 % S	/e/ P &9 SLM8f v² P p	 
Where ÐÐ9 
 ÐÐ§	9  . 
Also we give a lemma about existence of ¨ Pgeodesics between any two space-time 
endpoints . 
Lemma7.4(see[39]) letY U&		,& @ aC /b, be a complete solution to the backward 
Ricci flow with bounded sectional curvature .Given W4 @  and C ´ &8 ³ &9 ´/,There exists a smooth path &	 a&8 &9b !  from W to 4 such that  has the 
minimal of ¨ Plength among all such paths .Furthermore ,all ¨ Plength minimizing 
paths are smooth ¨ Pgeodesics. 
Corollary7.1 (see[43]):if we extend the curve  for piecewise smooth curves 
(whereC ³ &8 ´ &9 ³ L )then for first variation formula of breaking points &L 
 &8 ´&9 ´ > ´ &l 
 &9 ,we have  
Â2¨	4 
  W& w5 P d"$ P }5$	 P 8§ $ _x & % dW&w$ _x§§§§§ %ã d°&[w$M&[	 P $*&[	 _&[	x§]lM8[g9   
Definition7.2: Fixing a point W ,we denote by 4 &	 the ¨ Plength of the ¨ Pshortest 
curve &	 ,C ³ & ³ & ,joining W and 4 .In other words  
4 &	 
 ¨	Ð aC &b ! ¢C	 
 W &	 
 4 
 
Theorem7.3 (Perelman[39]) suppose that  
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3$	 
 PZ5Z& P 5& P dw5 $x % d5$ $	 
And  
 
  & 9§L 3$	& 
Then  
a) ÐÐ9 
 P}&5 % 9W§  P W§   
b) \X\§ 
 dW&5 P 89§  % 8§   
Proof: The first variation formula in (7.5) implies that  
,4 &	 
 wd°&$&	 _&	x 
So 4 &	 
 dW&$&	  
At first we prove  
\X\§ &	 &	 
 § &	 &	\§g§ P w $x     (7.8) 
 
Since&	 
 P \\K % $&	,So the chain rule implies 
& &	 &	]§g§ 
 & &	 &	 % w $x 
Therefore we get to (7.8) 
Also from (7.1)and (7.8)we obtain 
ZZ& &	 &	 
 °&5 % Ð$Ð9	 P w $x 
And because 4 &	 
 dW&$&	 so  
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ZZ& &	 &	 
 °&5 % Ð$Ð9	 P °&Ð$Ð9 
                            
 dW&5 P W&5 % Ð$Ð9	    (7.9) 
Now we compute the %Ð$Ð9 . 
According to (7.5) and this fact that &	 
 \\§ % $&	,we get  
& 5&	 &	 % Ð$&	Ð9	 
 Z5Z& % w5 $x % Ð$&	Ð9 
Also we know Ð$&	Ð9 
 w$&	 $&	x  
So from § Ð$&	Ð9 
 § w$&	 $&	x 
 dw"$ $x % d5$ $	 
We get § 5&	 &	 % Ð$&	Ð9	 
 \±\K % w5 $x % dw"$ $x % d5$ $	 
Also we have "$ 
 89 5 P 89§ $ P d5$ ¶ 	 so  
& 5&	 &	 % Ð$&	Ð9	 
 Z5Z % p& 5 % dw5 $x P d5$ $	 P p& 5 % Ð$Ð9	 

 P3$	 P p& 5 % Ð$Ð9	 
So § &ï5 % Ð$Ð9	§g§ 
 89W&5 % Ð$Ð9	 P &ï3$	   

 pd & &	 &	]§g§ P & 93$	 
So  &ï5 % Ð$Ð9	 
 89 4 &	 P  where 
 
  & 9§L 3$	& 
Therefore from This fact that ÐÐ9 
 }&Ð$Ð9 
 P}&5 % }&5 % Ð$Ð9	 and () we 
conclude tand u .So proof is complete. 
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Second variation formulae for ~Pgeodesics   
Proposition 7.1if we compute the second variation of energy when  is a geodesic, we 
get  
99 	 
 w'+_ xÐL§ %  w,,x % w,$ ,$x	§L  
Now turn to the second spatial variation of the reduced length. 
Theorem 7.4(Perelman[39])for any ¨ Pgeodesic  ,we have  
Â+9¨	 
dW&w'+_ $xÐL§ %  W&adÐ')_Ð9 % dw5_ $	_ $x % '+'+5 % d')5_ _	 P§L}'+5_ $	b& . 
Proof to compute the second variation Â+9¨	.we start the first variation formula . 
We know  
Â+¨	 
  W&,5 % dw"_ $x	&§L  
So                                    Â+9¨	 
 _ N W&,5 % dw"_ $x	&§L O 
We know ,5 
 _5 ,so Â+9¨	 
 _ N W&_5 % dw"_ $x	&§L O  

  W&2_2_5	4 % dw'+')_ $x % dÐ"_Ð94&§L  
Because "_ 
 ,$ we get 
                                        
 N W&2_2_5	4 % dw'+')_ $x % dÐ"_Ð94&§L O 
Also we know ')'+` P '+')` P 'a)+b` 
 5$ _	`  for all vectors $ _ `.so   
dw'+')_ $x 
 dw')'+_ $x % dw5_ $	_ $x 
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For continuing proof, we prove the following equality  
\\§ w'+_ $x 
 w')'+_ $x % w'+_ ')$x % d5'+_ $	 % w \\§ '+_ $x    (7.10) 
 
We can break \\§ w'+_ $xinto two parts: the first assumes that the metric is constant 
and the second deals with the variation with & of the metric .The first contribution is the 
usual formula  
ZZ& w'+_ $x 
 w')'+_ $x % w'+_ ')$x 
This gives the first two terms of the right-hand side of the equation .we show that the 
last two terms in that equation come from differentiating the metric with respect to & .To 
do this recall that in local coordinates ,writing the metric as U[^ ,we have  
w'+_ $x 
 U[^2_lZl_[ % lq[ _l_q4$^ 
There are two contributions coming from differentiating the metric with respect to & 
.The first  is when we differentiate U[^ .This leads to  
d5[^2_lZl_[ % lq[ _l_q4$^ 
 d5'+_ $	 
The other contribution is from differentiating the Christoffel symbols .This yields  
U[^ Zlq[Z& _l_q$^ 
Differentiating the formula lq[ 
 89 UÁ[ZlUÁq % ZqUÁl P ZÁUlq	 leads to   
U[^ Zlq[Z& 
 Pd5[^lq[ % U[^UÁ[Zl5Áq % Zq5Ál P ZÁ5lq	 

 Pd5[^lq[ % Zl5^ q % Zq5^ l P Z^ 5lq 
Thus ,we have  
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U[^ Zlq[Z& _l_q$^ 
 2Pd5[^lq[ % Zl5^ q4_l_q$^ 

 ')5_ _	 
So we obtain  
dw'+')_ $x 
 d & w,_ $x P }5'+_ $	 P dw,_ "$x P d w ZZ& ,_ $x% dw')'+_ $x % dw5_ $	_ $x 
Also we can compute  
w \\§ '+_ $x 
 d'+5	_ $	 P ')5	_ _	    (7.11) 
Hence from (7.10) and (7.11)we get  
\\§ w'+_ $x 
 w')'+_ $x % w'+_ ')$x % d5'+_ $	 % d'+5	_ $	 P')5	_ _	                                                           (7.12) 
Suppose _C	 
 C and the fact that W&$&	has a limit as & ! C are used to get the 
third equality below .So applying (7.12) and integrating by parts, we arrive 
Â+92¨	4 
  W&2_2_5	4 % dw5_ $	_ $x % dÐ,$Ð94&§L 
% d W& Ú ZZ& w'+_ $x P w'+_ ')$x P d5,_ $	§L
P d'+5	_ $	 % ')5	_ _	& 
                                 
 N W&2_2_5	4 % dw5_ $	_ $x % dÐ,$Ð94&§L O %d  W&2Pw'+_ ')$x P d5,_ $	 P§Ld'+5	_ $	 % ')5	_ _	4& % dW&w'+_ $xL§ P 8W§§L w'+_ $x& 
 dW&w'+_ $x % N W&2_2_5	4 P '+_¶ '5 % dw5_ $	_ $x %§L
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dÐ,$Ð94O & %
d W& rP w,_ n"$ % d5$	 P 89 5 % 89§ $ox P d'+5	_ $	 %§L')5	_ _	s & 

 d°&w'+_ $x %  W&2,,9 5 % dw5_ $	_ $x % dÐ,$Ð94&§L 
%  W&2P},5	_ $	 % d"5	_ _	4&§L  
Because we know "$ P 89 5 % 89§ $ % d5$ ¶ 	 
 C and 3	$ _	 
')'+	 P 'm+	,so proof is complete . 
~ and Riemannian distance:  
Theorem7.5 (see[43]) let  aC &b !  ,& @ C /b,be a S8 Ppath starting at W and 
ending at q. 
i) (bounding Riemannian distance by¨  )for any & @ aC &b we have  
 
L	9 W #&		 ³ dW&9v²§ r¨	 % dSL| & 9s 
Where 2Y U&	4 & @ aC /b  , denote a complete solution to the backward Ricci flow, 
and W @  shall be a base point .also we assume the curvature bound  
JKLFK	@ aLbÐ5G &	Ð Ð5G &	Ð ³ SL ´ µ 
Remark for i) when M is noncompact .from i) we conclude for any & @ C /b . 
HIJ£!T4 &	 
 HIJ£!Td°&4 &	 
 µ 
ii) (bounding speed at some time by¨ ) there exists 0 @ C &	 such that  
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&0 \\\§ &0	\§0	9 
 \\R\q #0	\§0	9 ³ 89W§ ¨	 % Yv²  &  
Where #	 c &	 ,# 
 dW& ,and #0 
 dW&0 . 
iii) (bounding L by Riemannian distance) for any 4 @  and & ¤ C  
4 &	 ³ 9v²§ §	9 W 4	dW& % dSL| & 9 
 For proof of this theorem, we start with a remark 
Remark7.5: for &8 ´ &9 and G @   
M9v²§M§	U&9 G	 ³ U&8 G	 ³ 9v²§M§	U&9 G	 
Proof  i)  suppose# 
 dW& and <#	 c &	 .At first we compute  
 ]Z<Z# #	]9 9W§L # 
 ¨	 P  ]Z<Z# #	]q 
9 # P  °&5&	 &	§LW§9W§ &
³ ¨	 % dSL| & 9 
Because 5  PSL.Hence, since UC	 ³ 9v²§U&	 for& @ aC &b we get  
L	9 2W &	4 ³ 9v²§ = ]Z<Z# #	]q  #
9W§
L ?
9
³ 9v²§dW& ]Z<Z# #	]q 
9 # ³ dW&9v²§ r¨	 % dSL| & 9s9W§L  
ii) by taking & 
 & in proof of i) we get  
pdW& ]Z<Z# #	]q 
9 #9W§L ³ pdW& ¨	 % SL| & 
Now with using the mean value Theorem for integrals, There exists 0 @ C &	such that  
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]Z<Z# #0	]§0	
9 ³ pdW& ¨	 % SL| & 
 
iii)  Let z aCdW&b !  be a minimal geodesic from W to 4 with respect to metric U&	.Then because onU&	 we have  
dW&&	 &	 
 dW&¨2ÐaL§b4 
 && §	9 W 4	 
So  
4 &	 ³ ¨z	 
  #9} 5 z#	 #9}  % ]z#]§	9 9W§L #
³  SL#9} % 9v²§ ]z#]§	9 9W§L # ³ dSL| & 9 % 9v²§dW& §	9 W 4	 
So proof is complete. 
the¨-Jacobi equation :consider a family & 	 of ¨-geodesics parameterized by and 
defined on a&8 &9bwith C ³ &8 ³ &9 .Let _&	 be a vector field along  defined by  
_&	 
 ZZ & 	]ÁgL 
Now from second variation Theorem we obtain _&	satisfies the ¨ PJacobi equation 
')')_ % 5_ $	$ P 89 '+'5	 % 89§ ')_ % d'+5	$ ¶ 	 % d5')_ ¶ 	 
 C   (7.13) 
This is a second –order linear equation for _ .supposing that &8 ¤ C ,there is a unique 
vector field  along  solving this equation ,vanishing at &8 with a given first-order 
derivative along  at &8.similarly ,there is a unique solution  to this equation 
,vanishing at &9 and with a given first order derivative at &9 . 
Definition 7.3 a field _&	along an ¨ Pgeodesic is called an  ¨ Pjacobi field if it 
satisfies the  ¨ Pjacobi equation ,equation (7.13) ,and if it vanishes at &8. 
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Notation: for every vector field  along  we denote by t_	the expression on the 
left-hand side of equation(7.13) . 
In one of remarks we considered that the vector HIJ§!L W&$&	exists .Now we give a 
similar result even for &8 
 C. 
Lemma7.5 let  be an ¨ P U defined on aC &9b and let _&	  be an ¨ PJacobi 
field along  .Then HIJ§!L W&"_ exists ,furthermore ,_&	  is completely determined 
by this limit . 
Remark7.6 we can consider that the bilinear pairing  
P dW&wt_8	 _9x&§§  
Is a symmetric function of _8 and _9 .(here we assume that _8&9	 
 _9&9	 
 Cand  is 
an ¨ P U and _8, _9 are vector fields along  vanishing at &8 ) . 
EstimatetheHessianofthe~Pdistancefunctions: 
Here we give an inequality for the hessian of ¨ involving the integral of the vector field 
along  . 
Let  aC &b !  be an ¨ Pshortest curve connecting W and4 .we fix a vector _ at & 
 &with Ð_Ð]k§	 
 p,and extend _ along the  ¨ Pshortest geodesic  on aC &b by solving 
the following ODE 
"_ 
 P5_ ¶ 	 % 89§ _.    (7.14) 
Lemma7.6 (Perelman) suppose _8 _9 X_Y is an orthonormal basis at & 
 & with 
respect to metric U[^&	 and solve for _&	 in the equation (7.14), then _8&	 _9&	 X_Y&	remains orthogonal on aC &b and  w_[&	 _^ &	x 
 && Â[^ 
Proof according to (7.6) and (7.14) we get  
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& w_[ _^ x 
 d52_[ _^ 4 % w"_[ _^ x % w_[ "_^ x 
 w_[&	 _^ &	x 
 && Â[^ ¯ Ð_&	Ð9 
 && 
So _8&	 _9&	 X_Y&	 remains orthogonal on aC &b with _[C	 
 C , 
 Cp X  ¶ 
So proof is complete. 
The main result of this sub section is following Theorem from Perelman. 
Theorem7.6 (Perelman[40]) suppose that Ð_Ð]k§	 
 p at any point 4 @  ,consider an ¨ Pshortest geodesic  connecting W to 4 and extend _ along  by solving (7.14) .So the 
Hessian of the ¨ Pdistance function  on M with & 
 & satisfies  3X_ _	 ³ 8W§ P dW&5_ _	 P  W&ª$ _	&§L    (7.15) 
Where 
 ª$ _	 
 P,,5 P dw5_ $	_ $x P }"5_ _	 % },5_ $	 Pd5§_ _	 % dÐ5_ ¶ 	Ð9 P 8§ 5_ _	 
is the Li-Yau-Hamilton quadratic. 
Proof according to the definition 3X_ _	 we have 3X_ _	 
 _2_	4&	 P w,_ x&	    (7.16) 
also _2_	4&	 
 Â+9	 ³ Â+9¨	 .and4 &	 
 dW&$. So w,_ x 
dW&w,_x .Therefore from (7.16)  3X_ _	 ³ Â+9¨	 P dW&w,_x&	    (7.17) 
So from second variation formula and (7.17) we get 3X_ _	
³  W&adÐ"_Ð9 % dw5_ $	_ $x % ,,5 % d"5_ _	§LP },5_ $	b & 
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  W& Gd ]P{I ¶ 	 % pd ]9 % dw5_ $	_ $x % ,,5 % d"5_ _	§L
P },5_ $	Í & 
 
So because Ð_Ð9 
 p we get  
]P{I ¶ 	 % pd ]9 
 Ð5_ ¶ 	Ð9 P p& 5_ _	 % p}&& 
So  3X_ _	
³  W& ÌdÐ5_ ¶ 	Ð9 P d& 5_ _	 % pd&& % dw5_ $	_ $x % ,,5§L% d"5_ _	 P },5_ $	Í & 
Also because  & 5_ _	 
 ZZ& 5_ _	 % ')5_ _	 % d5')_ _	 
 
And from (7.14) & 5_ _	 
 ZZ& 5_ _	 % ')5_ _	 P dÐ5_ ¶ 	Ð9 % p& 5_ _	 
Therefore we have  3X_ _	
³  W& dÐ5_ ¶ 	Ð9 P d& 5_ _	 % pd&& % dw5_ $	_ $x % ,,5§LP },5	_ _	
P Úd & 5_ _	 P d ZZ& 5_ _	 % }Ð5_ ¶ 	Ð9 P d& 5_ _	Û
% }"5_ _	&

 P ÌdW& & 5_ _	 % pW& 5_ _	Í & % pd&§L  pW&§L & % 
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% W& Ìdw5_ $	_ $x % ,,5 % p& 5_ _	 % }"5_ _	 P ,5$ _	 §L
% dZ5Z& _ _	 P dÐ5_ ¶ 	Ð9Í &

 pW& P d°&5_ _	 P  W&ª$ _	&§L 
So proof is complete.  
Theorem7.7 (Perelman[43]) suppose that  
  &ï3$	&§L  then we have  
y ³ W& P d°&5 P p&  
Proof  let  _8 _9 X_Y be an orthonormal basis at & 
 & and with extend them along 
the shortest  ¨ Pgeodesic  and taking _ 
 _[ in (7.15)and summing over  ,we obtain  
z3X_[ _[	 ³ W& P d°&5 PzW&ª$ _[	
§
L
Y
[g8 & 
But we know                          y 
 ã 3	_[ _[	[  
Soy ³ YW§ P dW&5 P ã  W&ª$ _[	§LY[g8 &   (7.18) 
Now we proveã ª$ _	 
 && ª$	[ .We know w_&	 _&	x 
 && ÂF so xÇ§§ _[&	yis 
an orthonormal basis at & .also 
zª$ _	 
 P && y5 % d[ && 5$ $	 P } && w'5 $x % } &&z'_5_ $	
P d &&z5&_ _	 % d &&zÐ5_ ¶ 	Ðd P p&z5_ _	  
Tracing the second Bianchi identity gives  
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z+]5_[ $	[ 
 pd w5 $x 
Also according to following identity  
5§_ _	 
 25[^4_[_^ % d5[l^q5lq_[_^ P d5[l5^ l_[_^we get ã 5§_[ _[	 
 y5[  
Putting this together gives 
ã ª$ _	&	 
 && ª$	[       (7.19)  
Where ª$	 
 P\±\§ P 8§ 5 P dw5 $x % d5$ $	 
So from (7.18),(7.19) we get  
y ³ W& P d°&5 P  W&§L N&&Oª$	& 

 YW§ P dW&5 P 8§ . 
Corollary7.2 we have 
3X_ _	 
 pW& P d°&5_ _	 P  W&§L ª$ _	& 
If and only if  _&	 & @ aC &b , is an ¨ PJacobian field  
Proposition 7.2(see[43])we have  
y 
 W& P d°&5 P p&  
if and only if we are on a gradient shrinking soliton with 
5[^ % pdW& '['^  
 pd& U[^ 
Proof when _[&	  
 pX   are ¨ PJacobian fields along  ,we have  
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& w_[&	 _^ &	x 
 d52_[ _^ 4 % w"_[ _^ x % w_[ "_^ x 
But  
 dW&$ so $ 
 X9W§  therefore  
& w_[&	 _^ &	x 
 d52_[ _^ 4 % w+] r dW&s  _^ x % w_[ +k r dW&sx 

 d52_[ _^ 4 % 8W§ 3X2_[ _^ 4  
But we know w_[&	 _^ &	x 
 §§ Â[^ so from last equality we get  
5[^ % pdW& '['^  
 pd& U[^ 
Also the vice versa of proof is obvious .so proof is complete. 
Li–Yau–Perelmandistance 
We introduce the Li-Yau-Perelman distance both on the tangent space and on space-
time .The reason that the Li-Yau-Perelman distance  
 4 &	 is easier to work with is 
that it is scale invariant when &8 
 C . 
Definition7.4 the Li-Yau-Perelman distance  
 4 &	 is defined by  
 
 4 &	 
 X£§	9W§   
So in summary if we write the Perelman works on  that we proved in previous theorem, 
we get the following theorem. 
Theorem7.8 (Perelman[43]) For the Li-Yau-Perelman distance 4 &	 we have 
a) )\q\§ 
 P q§ % 5 % 89§ï  
b) ÐÐ9 
 P5 % q§ P 89§ï   
c) y ³ P5 % Y9§ P 89§ï   
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Now we get the upper bound on the minimum of  ¶  &	for every&  
Lemma 7.7(see[38]) F@ ¶  &	 ³ Y9 for every&  . 
Proof we know  
1).\X\§ 
 dW&5 P 89§  % 8§  
2).y ³ YW§ P dW&5 P 8§   
3). Ð'Ð9 
 P}&5 % 9W§  P W§  
So 1,2 and 3 gives us  ZZ& Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5 % d& ³ C 
 
Also 2 and 3 gives us  
dy P Ð'Ð9 % 5 %  P & ³ C 
Let  
 dW& .Therefore 1 and 2 gives us  
ZZ& % y ³ d 
So                                           \2XM9Y§4\§ % 2 P d&4 ³ C . 
Thus, by a standard maximum principle argument,e4 &	 P d&4 @ f is non-
increasing and therefore e4 &	4 @ f ³ d&,so ¶  &	 ³ Y9.  
EstimatesontheLiYauPerelmandistance 
Proposition7.3 if the metrics U[^&	have non-negative curvature operator and if the 
flow exists for & @ a &Lb ,Then  
ÐÐ9 % 5 ³ &  
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For some constant ,when ever & is bounded away from &L ,say & ³ p P 	&L ,where  ¤ C . 
Lemma7.8 (Perelman) if we have a Ricci flow \]k\§ 
 d5[^ , then 5¶  &	  P Y9§M§	 
whenever the flow exists for & @ aC &b . 
Proof we know \±\§ 
 Py5 P dÐ5Ð9.Look at the corresponding ODE,\±\§ 
 PdÐ5Ð9 
.Since5 
 5	,Ð5Ð9  8Y 59and therefore ,PdÐ5Ð9 ³ M9Ð±ÐY , i.e .\±\§ ³ M9Ð±ÐY  .By 
solving this equation we get that the set5¶  &	  P Y9§²M§	 is preserved by the ODE 
and therefore it is preserved by the corresponding PDE. 
Corollary7.3 For every& ¤ C,4 @  and ¨ Pgeodesic aC &b ! , C	 
 W and &	 
 4 such that ¨	 ³ W& . 
We proved JIA§CL ¶  &	 ³ Y9 .An analogy with this ideas can be found in the original 
proof of the Harnack inequality given by Li and Yau .They proved that ,under the 
assumption 5	  Pß,a positive solution of the heat equation N \\K % yO 
 C, 
satisfies the gradient estimate Ð®/Ð/ P /©K ³ Y9K .Along the proof of this fact ,they define 
the function (G 	 
 ÐUtÐ9 P K	 . 
Now we give a short review Rugang Ye works on estimates for reduced lengths ,that is 
important for the applications to have results on the Lipschitz properties on  or . 
Proposition7.4(see47) Let & @ C /	.Assume that 5  PU on aC &b for a non-
negative constant S.Then ¶  &	 is locally Lipschitz with respect to the metric U&	 for 
each & @ C &b.Moreover ,for each compact subset There are positive constants »8t»9 such that W& ³ »8 on  C &b and  
Ð	Ð9 ³ »9 rp % p&s 
For  @ C &b,where& @ C &b and  denotes an arbitrary ¨L§ Pgeodesic from W to 4 @  ,where we denote  
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¨I	 
  rpd Ð¸Ð9 % d59s WIW  
Proposition7.5(see[47]) assume that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below on 
aC &b. Then 4 ¶ 	 is locally Lipschitz on C &b for every 4 @  .Moreover ,&ï \\X\§\ is 
bounded on   C &b for each compact subset  of .  
Proposition7.6 assume that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below onaC &b .Then  
is locally lipschitz function on  C &b. 
Also similar estimates for  hold in the case of bounded sectional curvature. 
Proposition7.7 Assume that the sectional curvature is bounded on aC &b .Then there is a 
positive constant  
 &0	 for every&0 @ C &	 with the following properties .For each & @ C &0b we have  
ÐÐ9 ³ &  % & % p	 
Almost everywhere in M .For each 4 @  we have  
]&] ³ &  % & % p	 
Almost everywhere inC &0b. 
Perelman’sreducedvolume 
The Perelman reduced volume is the fundamental tool which is used to establish 
non-collapsing results which in turn are essential in proving the existence of 
geometric limits. Note that reduced volume cannot be defined globally, but only 
on appropriate open subsets of a time-slice .But as long as one can flow an open 
set h of a time-slice along minimizing ¨ Pgeodesics in the direction of decreasing&, 
the reduced volumes of resulting family of open sets form a monotone non-increasing 
function of &. This turns out to be sufficient to extend the non-increasing results to Ricci 
flow with surgery .Note that Perelman’s reduced volume resembles the expression in 
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Huisken’s monotonicity formula for the mean curvature flow. In this section we show 
that the reduced volume is monotonically no increasing in  & and is finite. 
Definition7.5 Given a solution of the backward Ricci flow, the reduced volume 
function is defined as  
%	 
  Mgö 2P 	4 h 
Being hthe volume form of 	. 
Notice that the integrand is the heat kernel in the Euclidean space .In next 
propositions we summarize the main properties of this function. 
Remark7.1 notice that	gö 
  gö 2P 	4ôg h, which is the same 
integral of the reduced function, but in the Euclidean space.  
Proof Change of variable 
 W,§ 
 89W§ Á ,& 
 d and minimize over such 
that C	 
 W,	 
 4.Then we get 4 	 
 89 V£	Á ,4 &	 
 89 V£	W§ and so 
4 &	 
 8 V£	§ , therefore we get BÝ&	 
  & MÐ;Ðjr± 4 
 }¥	 constant in &.
In the case when  is non-compact, it is not clear a priori that the integral 
defining the reduced volume is finite in general. 
In fact, as the next Propositions shows, it is always finite and indeed, it is 
bounded above by the integral forôg.  
Theorem7.9 (Perelman [39]) the reduced volume%	 
  Mgö 2P 	4 h
       is non-increasing along the backward Ricci flow.      
Proof according to previous Propositions we know 
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\q\§ 
 5 P q§ % 89§ï    (7.21) 
ÐÐ9 
 P5 % q§ P 8§ï    (7.22) 
So we get                                         
\q\§ % ÐÐ9 
 M§ï        (7.23) 
But we know                             yÐ§ ³ YW§ P dW&5 P 8§     (7.24) 
So from (7.23) and (7.24) we arrive 
 ZZ& Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5 % d&  C 
Let D 
 & P	 .Then  
D§ 
 rPd& P ZZ&sD 
                  ³ Py % Ð'Ð9 P 5	D 
 D P 5D 
This means that we have proved the following inequality  D§ P D % 5D ³ C 
Therefore we get  &%	 
  D§ % 5D	 h ³  yD4 
 C
So %	 is non-increasing. 
Note that equality hold if and only if U is a Ricci soliton. 
Definition7.6 the ¨ Pexponential map ¨L8 /{  5* !  is defined as 
follows:þ$ @ /{ let: ¨L8)&	 
 &	 
Where &	 is the ¨ Pgeodesic, starting at W and having $ as the limit of W&  (&t & ! C). 
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Denote by &	the jacobian of ¨ L8&	  /{ !  .Finally, we have that% 	 
 Pgö 2P	4&	 $.Where  
  
  @ Ð ³ 	 and G	 
 W&Ð&	tUU . 
In next theorem we summarize the main properties of function  
 
Theorem7.10:  
1) If 5 is bounded from below on aC &b for each&, then %	 is a non-increasing 
function. 
2) If we assume that at least one of the following conditions hold  
a) ô ¡ is bounded onaC &b  for all & . 
b) The curvature operator is non-negative for each&   
Then% 	 ³ 	gö for all& 
3) If we assume that either  
a) 5 is non-negative  
b) The sectional curvature is bounded on aC &b for all &  
Then we have the following equality  
BÝ&9	 P BÝ&8	 
 P  N\q\§ P 5 % Y9§O§§ Mq& 4&. 
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Chapter8 
¥ PNoncollapsing Estemates 
   A family U	 of Riemannian metrics on a manifold called collapses (with bounded 
curvature )if the injectivity radius of U goes to zero at each point ,whereas the 
sectional curvature remains bounded ,say by p .Fix « ¤ C (the scale) and consider all 
radii C ´  ´ « .One says that a ball Ê 
 ÊG 	 is admissible if Ð5Ð ³ M9 on ÊG 	 .To understand this condition ,consider the metric Uä=M9U .Thus Ê UÀ	 
Ê% G p	 has radius 1 and curvature satisfying 5¿  
 9Ð5Ð ´ p.Now given } ¤ C
,one says that U is } Pcollapsed at scale « if there exists an admissible ball ÊG 	 with  ³ « ,such that  
MYB2ÊG 	4 ´ } . 
  Now one says that U is } PNon collapsed at scale « if for any admissible ballÊ 
ÊG 	, with C ´  ³ « ,One has MYB2ÊG 	4  }.
Remark8.1. Note that the constant } is smaller than the Euclidian ratio MYB±2ÊG 	4.
Proof. We know for an arbitrary metric ,the limit as  ! C of this the Euclidean rato is 
1.
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  Note that we will not be able to derive uniform lower bounds on the evolution of the 
injectivity radius in a Ricci flow .However we will observe if there is an upper bound 
for the curvature on some parabolic neighborhood around a point , then there is a 
certain lower bound on the injectivity radius on a local scale. In this section according 
to no local collapsing theorems of Perelman, we obtain a good relative estimate of the 
volume element for the Ricci flow. 
Definition8.1 .if 2 U	4K@aI	 is a Ricci flow, then also r 9U N 8­ OsK@a­­I	is a 
Ricci flow (note that Ric is scale-invariant) 
ZZ 9U r p9 s 
 Pd5 U r p9 s 
 Pd5 9U r p9 s
Therefore, a rescaling by  in space and 9 in time is called parabolic rescaling with 
factor  .  
Definition8.2 (parabolic ball) a parabolic ball Ê2GLL  &4 in a Ricci flow  U¶ 		 is 
a space-time product Ê2GLL 4  aL L % &b (respectively aL % & Lbif & ´ C),where Ê2GLL 4 is the  Pball around GL in the L Ptime-slice 2 UL	4.Note that in this 
section we suppose that  @ aL P 9 Lb , G @ ÊK²GL 	.
Definition8.3 .We say that a Ricci flow solution U¶ 	 defined on a time interval aC /	 is } PNon collapsed on the scale « if for each  ´ « and all 2GLL4 @   aC /	 with L ¤ 9,whenever it is true that Ð5G 	Ð ³ M9 for every G @ ÊK²GL 	 and  @aL P 9 Lb ,then we also have B NÊK²GL 	O  }Y.
Here ÊK²GL 	 is the geodesic ball centered at GL @  and of radius  with respect to 
the metric U[^L	 . 
Theorem(see[39])8.1 (Perelman:No locall collapsing theorem I) Given any metricU[^
on an -dimensional compact manifold . Let U[^	 be the solution to the Ricci flow 
on aC /	 ,with / ´ %µ,Starting at U[^ .Then there exist positive constants } and «L
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such that for any L @ aC /	 and any point GL @ , the solution U[^	 is } PNon
collapsed at 2GLL4 on all scales less than «L.
This theorem from Perelman says that if Ð5Ð ³ M9on the parabolic ball eG 	ÐK²G GL	 ³  L P 9 ³  ³ Lf then the volume of the geodesic ball ÊK²GL 	 is bounded from below by }Y.
Perelman obtained a stronger version of the No local collapsing theorem, where the 
curvature bound assumption on the parabolic ball is replaced by that on the geodesic 
ball ÊK²GL 	 . 
Theorem(see[39])8.2 (Perelman’s strong No local collapsing theorem I) Suppose that  is a compact Riemannian manifold and U[^	 ,C ³  ³ / ´ µ, is a solution to the 
Ricci flow .Then the solution U[^	 is } PNon collapsed at 2GLL4 @   aC /	 on the 
scale  @ CW/b.
At first for proof of this theorem we explain some remarks. 
Let be a domain (open connected) in  and SLT	be the space of real valued 
infinitely differentiable functions, compactly supported in, the Sobolev space  3L8	
is the closure of SLT	in the Norm  
559 
  9« %  Ð'Ð9« .
Where the integrations use the volume element arising from the Riemannian structure 
.for any real valued measurable function  on  ,we say that  @ {E	 if ÐÐ£ is 
integrable on  for some 4 ¤ W.we use 55£to denote the £	 norm of .
Definition 8.4 Let 3 be a non-negative measurable function on  ,for which U3 @
E.let « be a positive real number and definet¬3	 as the  
 Ã«Ð'Ð9 P 9U9 % 9U3	  @ 3L89 
 pÄ
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Definition8.5 any  @ 3L8 with 9 
 p which attains the minimum of t¬3	 will be 
called a minimizer for  t¬3	 . 
Show can consider the following results  
Result1 for  @ 3L8 with 9 
 p  , the functional «Ð'Ð9 P 9U9	is bounded 
below  
Resultd¶t¬3	 is finite . 
Result|¶ t¬3	 is an attained minimum. 
Result 4.2U[^ &4 is achieved by a smooth minimizer  from result 3. 
Now we come back to previous to the proof of Perelman’s theorem for No locall 
collapsing theorem I. 
Proof.  Our aim is to prove 
BK² NÊK²GL t	O  }tY, for allC ´ t ³       (8.1) 
We know 2U[^ & P 4is non decreasing in  where
2U[^ 4 
  x2U[^  &4 }¥&	MY9 M(¬ 
 p y
If we assume that U[^	 
 U[^C	 for all  @ 5 then UC	d/	 ³ UC	 &	 for all C ´ & ³ d/ . 
Let  be the minimizer of UC	d/	,we said that  is smooth . Since M is compact, we 
get ÐUC	d/	Ð ³ t  for some t @ 5 .Let  
L 
 L­§­9 2U[^C	 &4 2U[^C	 d/4 ¤ Pµ
according to property of  we have  
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2U[^L	 u4 2U[^C	 L % u4  L   (8.2) 
For C ´ u ´ 9. Let C ´ U ³ p be a positive smooth function on  where U	 
 p for 
ÐÐ ³ 89 ,?® ? ³ dC  , everywhere ,and U	 is very close to zero for ÐÐ  p.Define a 
function  on  by  
}¥9	 M(F	 
 M}¥9	 U N©²FF²	® O,
Where the constant  is chosen so that }¥9	 M( ¬K² 
 p.
Then from(8.2) we get  
2U[^L	  94 
  a9Ð'Ð9 % 5	 %  P b}¥9	 M(¬K²  L.   (8.3) 
By (8.3), we obtain  
 P 	 %  a9Ð'Ð9 % 5	 P UUb}¥9	 M(¬K²  L   (8.4) 
so we see that 
               p 
  }¥9	 MU N©²FF²	® O BK²
                              }¥9	 MU N©²FF²	® O BK²_©²NF²¯O
                                               =}¥9	 MBK²ÊK² NGL ®9O	 (Because °²±±²	² ³ 89   ) 
               Ð'Ð9 
 Ð'PUU	Ð9 
 2?® 4? 8®   (8.5) 
So from (8.4) and (8.5) we get  
  P Ú2U®49U P UU¶ UÛM}¥9	MY9 BK² %  P p	 % L
 PddC % M8	M}¥9	MY9 BK²2ÊK²GL 	 %  P p	%L4
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 PddC % M8	 2BK²ÊK²GL 		4rBK²ÊK² NGL dOs %  P p	%L
Where we used the fact that U	 is very close to zero for ÐÐ  p¶
Note also that  
p 
  }¥9	MY9 M(¬K² 

  }¥9	MY9 M U K²G GL	 ¬K² ³ d M}¥9	MY9 ¬K²_©²F²®	 ¶
Let us set  
} 
  Ãpd GWPddC % M8	|MY %  P p	%L	 pd YÄ
Where Y is the volume of the unit ball in Y .Then we obtain  
BK² NÊK²GL 	O  pd }¥9	Y9
 pd }¥	Y9GWPddC % M8	|MY %  P p	%L	¶ Y  }Y
Provided BK²ÊK² NGL ®9O  |MYBK² NÊK²GL 	O
Note that the above argument also works for any smaller radius t ³  .Thus we have 
proved the following assertion  
BK² NÊK²GL t	O  }tY    (8.6) 
Where t @ C b and BK²ÊK² NGL 9O  |MYBK² NÊK²GL t	O .Now we argue by 
contradiction to prove the assertion (8.1) for any t @ C b  .Then by (8.6) we have  
BK²ÊK² NGL tdO ´ |MYBK² NÊK²GL t	O
                                                                ´ |MY}tY ´ } N9OY
This say that (8.1) for 9 would also fail .By induction, we deduce that, 
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BK²ÊK² NGL 9mO ´ } N 9mOY    for all ß  p
This is a contradiction since  
l!TBK²ÊK² NGL
tdlON tdlOY 
 Y
No local collapsing theorem II 

In this section we will extend the No local collapsing theorem to any complete solution 
with bounded curvature .In some sense, the second No local collapsing theorem gives a 
good relative estimate of the volume element for the Ricci flow. 
Theorem(see[49])8.3 (Perelman) Let U[^G 	 be a solution to the Ricci flow  2U[^4K 
Pd5[^ and RicG L	 ³  P p	ß  for K²G GL	 ´ L .Then the distance function G 	 
 KG GL	 satisfies at  
 L , outside ÊGL L	 ,the differential inequality  
ZK P y  P P p	 rd| }L % LM8s
Where K 
 K K.
Proof. We will assume that G and GL are not conjugate in metrics UL	,because 
otherwise the inequality that we want to prove can be  understood in a barrier sence .let 	 
 GWF$	 ,for  @ aC b ,where $ 
  C	, be a minimal geodesic between G
and GL ,such that C	 
 GL and 	 
 G .Let $ 8 X  YM8	 be the orthonormal 
basis of /F² .Let  [(with p ³  ³  P p) be the parallel vector fields along 	 such that [C	 
 [
.Let $[	 be the Jacobi fields along 	 ,such that ,$[	 
 [	 and $[C	 
 C
(they exists ,since we assumed Gand GL are not conjugate points ).The formula for 
Laplacian  of the distance function  
yG GL	 
 z··)]	YM8[g8
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Where ··)]	 is the second variation along $[ of the length of  , where $[	 are 
Jacobi field constructed above . 
··)m	 
  2Ð$·l	Ð9 P 5  $l   $l	4XL 
The RHS of the equality above is usually denoted by$l $l	.
Define the vector fields _l as follows: 
_l 
 p
L l	  @ aC Lb
l	  @ aL b
We can notice that the vector fields _l have the same values at the ends of  as a Jacobi 
field $l and it is the known fact that $l $l	 ³ _l _l	.Now we can compute  
yG GL	 ³ z _[ _[	YM8[g8
³ z pL9 P 9L9®²L 5$ l $ l	 %  2P5$ l $ l	4[ÁKFF²	®² 
YM8
[g8

  2P5$ $	4 %  5$ $	 p P 9L9®²L %  P pL
³ K %  P p	 rd| }L % LM8s
Where we have used the fact that  
KG GL	 
 K G GL	\KgK² 
 K  ÐK 	ÐK	KgK²XL = 5$ $	XL
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Where $ is the unit tangent vector to the part Kin metric U	.because the Ricci flow 
equation yields 
 2w¬¬xK	4 
 Pd5¬¬	¶
Theorem(see[48-49])8.4 (Perelman) LetU[^G 	 be a solution to the Ricci flow on a  Pdimensional manifold  and denote by KG GL	 ,the distance between G and  GL
with respect to the metric U[^	.If 5¶  L	 ³  P p	} on ÊK²GL L	  ÊK²G8 L	
for some GL G8 @  and some positive constants }and  L.then ,at  
 L
 KGL G8	  Pd P p	d| }L % LM8	
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to previous theorem 
Definition8.6 : 
Let  at ub !   be a continuous function on an interval .we say that the forward 
difference quotient of  at a point  @ at u	,denoted (K 	 ,is less than  provided that  
yK!LE  % y	 P 	y ³ 
We say that it is greater than or equal to  ¸ if  
¸ ³ yK!LE  % y	 P 	y
Lemma8.1 suppose that  at ub !  is a continuous function .suppose that v is a S8 Pfunction on at ub   and suppose that (K 	 ³ v 		 for every  @ at u	 in 
the sense of forward difference quotients .suppose also that there is a function ë	
defined on at ub that satisfies the differential equation ë·	 
 v ë		 and has t	 ³ ët	. Then	 ³ ë	  for all @ at ub . 
¢£K8¤  [¥ P ¦§g¡§f g ¨©ªf©]
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Claim8.1. suppose that for every minimal UL	-geodesic  from GLG8 the function K	 which is the U	 Plength of  satisfies  
2K	4 KgK²  
Then
2KGL G8	4 KgK²  
Where, if the distance function is not differentiable at L ,then the inequality in the 
conclusion is interpreted by replacing the derivative on the left –hand side with the 
Liminf of the forward difference quotients of  KGL G8	 at L . 
Theorem(see[38])8.5 (result of previous Perelman's theorem) Let L @  and  2 U	4 be a Ricci flow defined for  in an interval containing L and with 2 U	4
complete for every  in this interval .Fix a constant } ´ µ .suppose that 5G L	 ³ P p	}  for all G @  .then for every points GL G8 @  we have  
2KGL G8	4 KgK²  P} P p	³d}|
In the sense of forward difference quotients. 
Proof. We divide the proof for two cases 
I) Let KGL G8	  Ç´   
We take L 
 Ç  9´ in theorem8.4, and we conclude that the liminf at L of the difference 
quotients for KGL G8	 is at most P} P p	Ç  9´ . 
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II) Let KGL G8	 ´ Ç´
Let 	 be any minimal g(L)-geodesic from GL to G8 parametrized  by arc length 
.Since  
2K	4 KgK² 
 P 5K²	·	 ·		
We see that  
2K	4 KgK²  P P p	}³T} 
 P P p	WT}
But according to claim8.1 we get the liminf of the forward difference quotient of 
KGL G8	 at 
 L is at least µ  P p	WTß  P} P p	Ç9 ´   . 
Result .Let  2 U	4 ,t ³  ³ ube a Ricci flow with 2 U	4 complete for every  @ aC /	 .Fix a positive function }	 ,and suppose that 5K	G 	 ³  P p	}	
for all G @  and all  @ at ub .Let GL and G8 be two points of  .Then  
GL G8	 ³ IGL G8	 % } P p	 ³d}	|I 
Proof. By applying previous theorem we have  
2KGL G8	4 KgK·  P} P p	³d}¸	|
In the sense of forward difference quotients .thus this result is an immediate 
consequence of lemma8.1 
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Theorem(see [39])8.6 (No local collapsing theorem II) for any » ¤ C there exists  } 
 }»	 ¤ C With the following property .IfU[^	 is a complete solution to the Ricci 
flow on C ³  ³ L9 with bounded curvature and satisfying  
Ð5ÐG 	 ³ L9  On ÊLGL L	  aC L9b
and  
BL2ÊLGL L	4  »M8LY,
The U[^	 is } Pnoncollapsed on all scales less than L at every point G L9	 with ®²G GL	 ³ »L.
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